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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Context. User Experience has become key to product development in recent years, as many 
organizations have realized its role in maintaining high user acceptance ratings. User Experience 
Development and Agile Software Development are two highly iterative processes and user-centric 
processes. While both methods stack up well theoretically, there are many challenges encountered when 
they are integrated together in real-world development scenarios. Similar to Agile development, User 
Experience Development, has many phases: performing user research, gathering UCD (User-Centered 
Design) requirements, iterating design activities, and performing usability evaluation through user tests. 
Executing both processes in parallel and mapping their corresponding phases is a major issue and 
applying these principles in development environment is even more challenging. This integration bears 
even more significance in the field of healthcare technology, where user-centered requirements of 
patients and medical practitioners need to handled systematically, as there are a wide range of 
specifications that cater to unique individuals. Hence, a case study was conducted in two major 
organizations involved in the development of Interactive Healthcare Technology (IHT) applications. 
Objectives. Through a case study, the author attempts to investigate the factors that influence the 
integration between UX development and Agile methodologies. These factors include the contemporary 
tools, processes and methods (TPMs) that are being used integration and the challenges that persist 
when it is applied in industry. The study aims to analyze the Agile-UX development approaches of two 
distinct organizations, involved in the same domain, to get an understanding of the mentioned factors. 
Methods. The multiple case study was conducted through interviews, surveys and direct observation. 
The qualitative data analysis of the surveys was done through thematic analysis. Quantitative data 
analysis was performed on the data gathered from the surveys. A literature review was conducted prior 
to the case study to gain knowledge on this issue, which also partially answers the research questions. 
The case study design was kept consistent across both organizations.  
Results. Through the results of the case study and a literature review, current UX development practices 
in the industry have been identified. The challenges encountered at both case organizations have been 
studied. These results are further validated and contrasted with the results of the literature review. 
Following, a retrospection of the methods employed at the case environments, a set of recommendations 
for better integration was generated. A detailed comparative analysis of Agile-UX integration at two 
organizations has been documented. At the end a generic framework has been proposed based on the 
analysis of results acquired. 
Conclusions. Numerous conclusions were drawn from the results and data analysis. Several challenges 
were identified through the study, in addition to those suggested by relevant literature. Some of these 
were uniquely prevalent in the field of IHT development. It was found that dynamically changing user-
centered requirements and late integration of usability and UX development with Agile practices were 
the most profound challenges. Adoption of UCD techniques such as Design Studio played a positive 
role in easing integration. Usability evaluation and user research are also major factors in the integration 
process. Lack of time to iterate design and issues in scheduling and performing usability testing had a 
big impact. Involving users in the design and development process from an early stage is essential to 
ensure high usability and good user experience of the product. The framework designed to counter these 
challenges, takes into account, all these aspects to provide a meticulous Agile-UX integration 
framework. Some key conclusion drawn from this framework, are that the application of the “One Sprint 
Ahead” approach diminishes many challenges, while performing usability testing in parallel with 
system testing can support integration. 

 
Keywords: User Experience, Agile Software 
Development, Usability, User-Centered Design 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 

The success or failure of any client-reliant application depends on whether the 
end-user finds it useful, meeting all of the set expectations. Usability and User Experience 
(UX) can have major implications in deciding the fate of a project and eventually the 
organization managing it [1]. Usability forms a quintessential part of these user-system 
interaction dynamics. The importance of usability has been emphasized in various studies over 
the past few decades. There has been an exponential surge in interest in usability and UX 
research, once companies started realizing its importance in boosting brand value and goodwill 
among clientele, maximizing revenue. Nowadays, with increased competition and high market 
demands, the focus, for many companies, has shifted towards ensuring that customer’s 
demands are met and user-satisfaction has become key to product success. 

 
To analyze UX-Agile integration in modern development scenarios, a multiple 

case-study was performed at two reputed organizations currently involved in developing 
interactive healthcare applications: EVRY AB (EVRY Healthcare) and HiQ AB. These two 
companies are reputed in Scandinavia developing IT applications in various fields and have 
considerable experience in creating medical information systems over the past decade. 
 

The first case study is regarding the development of a Swedish national web-
based system for managing patient records by connecting to the citizen health databases 
maintained by county municipalities in each region. Citizens can log in with their social 
security number and view or manage their health records like, medical prescriptions, diagnosis 
reports, medical insurance papers, and their visits to the hospital. 
 

The second case study analyzes the SUCCCE (Smart Use of Communication 
in Complex Care Environments): A Clinical Information System (CIS) project that is 
developing a decision support system (DCS) application for patient health monitoring and 
management, implemented using Google’s wearable technology – Google Glass. It is a 
groundbreaking project for the IHT industry, facilitating better management of patients in 
ICUs who need constant 24-hour care and supervision. 

 
User Centered Design and Agile Software Development: 

User Experience being an essential component of product design must be considered 
along with other functional requirements. Therefore, it is an inherent fact that usability issues 
must be synchronized and reiterated with other activities of Agile development. The notion of 
Agile Usability development and Agile-UX advocates that all usability design and UX 
developmental activities are carried out in accordance with the principles of Agile 
development while being readjusted with the Agile life cycle. 

 
In fact, many parallels have been drawn between both practices: UX development 

and Agile have a lot of principles in common. UX development and Agile software 
development are mutually synergetic processes in the sense that they both rely on the same 
foundation - iterative development, customer participation, a focused user-centric 
approach, regular interaction and frequent communication/feedback among team members 
[2]. 

Some of the features of Agile development - especially SCRUM methodology that 
are most relevant from a UX development perspective are: 
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 Development in Short iterations: 
Short time intervals ranging about 3 weeks represent Sprints, where a certain amount 
of functionality is developed and the product is built partially. Each sprint has a 
backlog – a set of tasks and features that need to be implemented within that time. The 
emphasis is on having a potentially shippable product at the end of each sprint 
iteration. 

 
 Regular Communication and Feedback: 

The ideals of regular interaction through face-to-face communication, both within the 
team as well as with the customer is preferred over pre-determined processes and 
documentation. Teamwork is emphasized and people need to take up multiple roles in 
a flexible manner, meaning developers can also be responsible for design and analysis 
and vice versa. Interaction between designers, UX specialists, developers and testers 
in an Agile manner are crucial for this study. 

 
 Emphasis on working software over processes:  

The focus is on generating working software. The objective is to have all different 
components such as the interface, the database, the features, the network, working to 
some extent to constitute a functional system. Process agility and following a flexible 
approach is more central rather than following a rigid well-specified methodology. 
This involves design, analysis, UX development, feature implementation, and testing 
all occurring for every incremental unit of the system that is build. 

But despite all these similarities, there are many challenges, as discussed in the 
succeeding sections, that many experts and researchers have documented over time. This 
forms the basis of the research agenda of this research study. 

1.2 Problem Description 
 

The main motivation behind this research is that current Agile software methodologies 
provide no formal directions for integrating usability into mainstream software development. 
When the “Agile manifesto” was released in 2001, it failed to identify User experience or 
usability as essential attributes that need to be considered while developing software [3]. Many 
organizations face problems integrating usability and UX development into their software 
development cycle [4] [2]. Organizations usually lack formal guidelines for integrating UX 
development work with the core feature implementation. 

 
Organizations also lack conviction when it comes to usability research and investing in 

UI/UX development. This lack of UX vision can be traced down to various temporal and 
financial restrictions faced by software development firms [2]. 

 
Another reason that was identified in literature was that usability is often neglected until 

the later stages of development, which can often have drastic consequences such as improper 
design and the final product might not match user requirements [5]. Usability and user 
experience must be introduced into the early stages of development such as the prototyping 
process and not relegated to the later stages of development [6]. 
 

The objective of this research is to understand how usability and UX aspects are 
currently included in software design and development by studying innovative software 
development in the domain of applied health technology. 
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1.3 Aims and Objectives 
 

The overall objective is to investigate how usability engineering and UX development 
are integrated into the current software development process by conducting a case study of 
two organizations developing mobile health applications. The idea is to examine the 
development scenarios of software development cycles (sprints) to check how UX 
development is being integrated in each individual sprint. The objectives are as follows: 
 

 
 To study how UI/UX developers and usability engineers collaborate with all the 

members involved in software development. To get a better understanding how 
usability and UX is largely perceived by software development organizations. To gain 
an insight of the degree of cooperation and communication between the UX 
developers, usability specialists and the remaining SCRUM implementation teams. To 
explore the methods for communication/feedback between both at various stages of 
development. 

 
 To identify the extent to which software companies have been successful in reflecting 

the user requirements appropriately in their products and applications. Through this 
study, we aim to evaluate how effective the current software development practices 
used at the firm have been, in including usability and UX aspects in their development 
process and the intermediate shippable products. 

 
 To propose a generic framework for easy integration of UX development and Agile 

practices. To evaluate the existing Agile based software engineering processes and 
recommend ways for enhancing integration of UI/UX development and usability 
engineering with the software development processes. 

1.4 Research Questions 
 
RQ1. What are the contemporary tools, processes and methods (TPMs) used by the 
organization for integrating UX development efforts with Agile software development 
practices?  
 
RQ2. What are the challenges/issues faced by organizations while integrating UX 
development with Agile software development?  
 
RQ3. What are possible solutions/recommendations to overcome the challenges of Agile-
UX integration?  
 

1.5 Expected Outcomes 
 

Expected outcome of RQ1:  
The outcome would be an assessment of the current practices used in the industry for 
developing applied healthcare applications (in this instance studying the case 
organizations: HiQ and EVRY Healthcare). This research question allows us to examine 
the Agile methods used for development, and analyzing how well UX development fits 
into the whole process.  
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Expected outcome of RQ2:  
Through this question, it would be possible to explore various challenges encountered 
during the development process while integrating UX development. This includes 
studying technical, structural and behavioral characteristics of the organization. This 
research question looks at the technical processes involved, organizational behavior and 
structure, and what challenges are faced by people in different roles of UX development. 
This includes both UX developers, designers, usability specialists as well as roles such as 
analysts, testers, programmers. 
 
Expected outcome of RQ3: 
The outcome of this research question would be to propose a generic framework for the 
integration of UX-development and Agile methodology, by combining data from the 
literature analysis, and recommendations gathered from the case study performed in order 
to get a holistic perspective of the possible solutions to mitigate the challenges to 
integration. 

1.6 Thesis Structure 
 

This thesis is divided into 7 sections. Section 1 is the Introduction, followed by Section 
2, which is related work and background study. Section 3 is concerning the research 
methodology and Section 4 consists of results and analysis. In Section 5 discussions and 
limitations have been presented. In Section 6, the author has provided a generic framework for 
integrating UX development with Agile - SCRUM methodology. Section 7 is concerned with 
the conclusion and a description of possible future research work. 
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2 RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND STUDY 
 

2.1 Area of Study 
The Venn diagram below represents the different fields that this research study examines. The 
blue shaded region represents the Agile methodology. The pink region represents the study of 
development process of Interactive Healthcare Technology (IHT), while the green region 
embodies usability engineering and user-centered design(UCD). The regions that two 
spherical blocks overlap represent major research area of their own. However, this study 
narrows down the area of examination to the superimposition of three major topics described 
above. The region where the three circles overlay each other is thus representative of the title 
of this thesis. 

 
 

Figure 1. Area of Study 

2.2 The Concepts of Usability, User Experience(UX), and 
User Centered Design: Pieces of the Same Puzzle. 
 

The success or failure of any client-reliant application, let alone Medicare and health 
applications, depends on whether the end-user finds it useful, meeting all of the set 
expectations. Usability and User Experience (UX) can have major implications in deciding the 
fate of a project and eventually the organization managing it [1]. Usability forms a 
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quintessential part of these user-system interaction dynamics. The importance of usability has 
been emphasized in various studies over the past few decades. There has been an exponential 
surge in interest in usability and UX research, once companies started realizing its importance 
in boosting brand value and goodwill among clientele, maximizing revenue. Nowadays, with 
increased competition and high market demands, the focus, for many companies, has shifted 
towards ensuring that customer’s demands are met and user-satisfaction has become key to 
product success. 

 
Many academicians and experts have attempted to define “usability” over this period. 

It can be broadly defined as the degree of ease with which a user can interact with a system, 
meeting the user’s needs and interests while maintaining a high level of user satisfaction. It 
includes the process of both understanding and learning the system. It is comprised of various 
other attributes like accessibility, memorability, readability, and ease of use [7]. Through this 
process the user can influence system design leading to better usability.  

 
User Experience on the other hand is the net total of all the user’s feelings and 

perceptions resulting from the interaction of a user with a system[8]. It is a User Experience 
Development (UXD) is the process associated with enhancing the functioning interface of an 
application such that all interactions between the system and the user ensure a high level of 
user satisfaction while the intended objective of the task is achieved. UX encompasses 
different aspects: usability, ease of use, responsiveness and hedonic quality. In a way, UX is 
an extended concept of usability and takes into consideration an even broader set of qualities.  

 
Usability and User experience are multi-faceted concepts and convey different 

meanings when explored from different perspectives. This is where the concept of “context of 
use” comes into play. Usability engineering for any system requires the identification of user 
requirements first. However, before we can decide how to design and evaluate usability, we 
must comprehend the context of use for the given product. This includes identifying different 
user groups, defining user goals and system goals, determining the main intended user, 
analysing various environment constraints and then designing solutions according to different 
scenarios that might be encountered. ISO 9241 states that equipment such as hardware as well 
as social constraints also make up the context of use. ISO 13407 further builds on this 
definition and considers “Identification of context of use” as one of the key steps of human-
centred design. Thus, establishing the context of use prior to designing usability is a very 
essential step [9]. There are various benefits to having a clear “context of use” before usability 
analysis can commence. I believe that the “context of use” is a shared bridge between the 
system architecture and the product design. It ensures that different members of the 
development team and the usability experts are all on the same page. This leads to a common 
focused platform for design and development process. It provides a reference point for 
different usability variables pertaining to different users. It assists us in creating a usability 
evaluation plan and validates that plan [10]. The context of use in the field of healthcare, as is 
the case, is quite different from the context found in an enterprise application. 

 
User centered design(UCD) is a set of procedures and processes that is built around 

user requirements and expectations. It is a philosophy that advocates the involvement of the 
users placing them at the center of all developmental activities [11]. It is done by following 
various user-centered processes throughout all stages of development. Activities like 
evaluating user requirements, building system prototypes, exploring design alternatives, 
analyzing tasks and functions, and testing usability paradigms. It is an iterative and incremental 
process. These have been discussed further on. 

 
Usability has been recognized as an important field by standardization authorities for 

the past few decades. ISO 9241-11 and succeeding standards have both attempted to define 
and explore what constitutes usability of a system. ISO-1307 took a step further in this 
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direction, in the following year - 1999, and sanctioned the principles and best practices that 
most govern UCD globally. 

2.3 Usability and User-Centered Design from a 
Standardization Point of View 

 
When it comes to ISO standardization, the author could identify two major 

standards, namely, ISO 9241-11 and ISO 13407. ISO 9241 provides a standard definition of 
usability. It enlists and defines different constituents of usability: Effectiveness, Efficiency, 
and Satisfaction. It is the most extensively used definition of usability, after Nielsen’s classic 
definition, having been commonly cited in literature and adopted by many standard 
organizations such as the Common Industry Format (CIF). [9].  

 

2.3.1 Usability Standards in ISO 9241-11: 
 

Usability is defined in ISO 9241-11 [12] as follows: Usability is “The extent to 
which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”  

 
The terminology used in the ISO 9241-11 definition can be elaborated as follows: 
  

 Effectiveness is “the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve 
specified goals.”  

 
 Efficiency is “the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness 

with which users achieve goals.”  
 

 Satisfaction is “freedom from discomfort, and positive attitude to the use of the 
product.”  

 The context of use described above refers to “characteristics of the users, tasks 
and the organizational and physical environments.” 

 
According to this definition, usability can be seen as a complex function of system with a set 
of attributes: Effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction under different constraints – here, the 
environment/context of use. This can be visualized in a manner similar to the GQM tree used 
for measuring software attributes. 
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic Representation of ISO 9241-11. 

 
The definitions of usability hitherto provided seem to broadly deal with different UI 

characteristics. However this definition describes usability as not just about parameterizing the 
efficacy of the user interface, but being an integral aspect that supports the end-user in realizing 
the expected goals from using the software [13]. 
 
 
 
 

2.3.2 Usability Standards in ISO 13407 
 
ISO 13407, on the other hand, only provides guidelines for usability and user-centered design. 
It refrains from providing a detailed description of methods and processes to be used. It 
provides a rather vague set of principles to be followed. As per ISO 13407, it “provides 
guidance on human-centered design activities throughout the life cycle of computer-based 
interactive systems” [14].  
The standard is divided into four major parts: 
Rationale for UCD: This section primarily reasons why usable systems are necessary, citing 
factors like “reduction of training and support costs, improved user satisfaction and 
productivity of users” [9]. 
Planning UCD: This consists of a set of recommendations that help integrate the UCD 
activities into the standard development process. This includes allocating time for “iteration” 
and “user feedback” also emphasizing teamwork and communication. 
Principles of UCD: A list of principles that need to be followed independent of the 
development life-cycle’s phase are listed. They are: 
 

 Frequent involvement of customers. 
 Understanding user expectations and requirements appropriately. 
 Understanding the relationship between the users and the technology. 
 “Iteration of design solutions” 
 “Multi-disciplinary design” 
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Activities of UCD: The activities though discussed in detail, can be described briefly as 
follows: 
 

 Realize the context of use:  We must understand the user, the system, the 
environment it is being used in, the constraints, and how the user intends to use it. 

 
 Specify the user and organizational requirements: Identify different success 

criteria for different user tasks. E.g. How much effort does the user need to put for 
a specific task.  

 
 Analyze them against different constraints.  

 
 Build design solutions: Incorporate knowledge of Human Computer Interaction 

(HCI); Combine various HCI techniques- interaction design, visual design, 
usability engineering into design solutions. 

 
 Assess the designs against the requirements: The usability of the systems design 

is evaluated against user functions. 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Diagrammatic Representation ISO 13407 

 
NOTE: Usability is more complex than just the physical elements such as display and 
hardware. It includes certain intangible characteristics such as psychosocial and behavioral 
elements. We need to understand how different This needs to be considered during design and 
development. 
 

While it is convenient to presume, with one ISO standard defining usability and 
another providing guidelines for its incorporation, that there would be holistic coverage of 
standardized usability, this is not the case as there are many aspects that have not been dealt 
with in the two standards. This provides one of the motivations for engaging with this study 
as discussed in the coming chapters. 
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The strengths and shortcomings of the usability interpretations of ISO 9241 and 
ISO/IEC 9126 (focusing more on usability evaluation) standards have also been well 
documented by Alain Abran et. al. in the Software Quality Journal. They were able to identify 
improvements and propose an enhanced, normative model for incorporating usability into 
software development [15]. 

 
The process of developing and standardizing principles of usability in human-

computer interaction technology, including the software aspects, began in the early 1980s. It 
began with researchers studying human factors to guide system designers and developers to 
achieve better usability in human computer interaction. A project namely ANSI/HFES 200 
(ANSI/Human Factors and Ergonomics Society – formerly known as Human Factors Society), 
was conceived in 1986. It was closely related to International Standards Organization (ISO), 
adopting the already defined ISO 9241 standards prescribed for maintaining usability [16]. 
The fact that the project took such a long time, culminating in 2008, is an indication of the 
complexity that researchers face in defining and evaluating usability [17]. 

                                                                                                   
The usability definitions during the earlier stage of research were more focused on 

components such as user guides, help and training, layout and presentation of information. 
This was profoundly different from the standardization occurring now with the focus inclining 
more towards the interactivity and readability aspects of usability such as compatibility across 
platforms and feature ergonomics [17]. 
 

Software quality attributes are generally broadly defined and there tends to be an 
overlapping of sorts between them. For instance, Usability and Accessibility are linked in 
many ways. Many accessibility issues such as cognitive issues and compatibility issues are 
also considered to be usability problems and vice versa. Some usability issues such as mobility 
can be considered to be accessibility issues. Thus, the borderline between different quality 
attributes such as those explained above can sometimes be vary hazy and difficult to 
differentiate. They might also be discordant in some cases. For e.g. usability for a certain user 
group might be inaccessibility for another like in the case of interactive technologies for 
disabled people or infants. However, efforts must be made to ensure that all attributes 
necessary to fulfil the contextual requirements of the application must be accommodated. 
 

2.4 Motivation for Usability and UCD Practices 
 
 The notion of UCD encourages the customer to participate and have a say in 
the overall system design. This provides flexibility to the development right from the early 
stages of development leading to higher user satisfaction. 
 

Usability has for long been ignored among the software/IT practitioners having been 
deemed as a menial, time-consuming task with a low cost-benefits. Thus, it was often 
overlooked in budget allotments and project plans. This has changed drastically over the past 
decade with a lot of emphasis being put on usability engineering and UX development with 
companies hiring specialists in this field to ensure high user satisfaction. This also reduces the 
chance of rejection or modification at later stages of development, eventually saving 
considerable time, cost and effort [18] [19]. Studies have shown that one of the major reasons 
for customers requesting changes in application features are tied to the client-side front-end of 
the program. This might require refurbishment of code from scratch, regularly resulting in 
inflated budgets and extended project plans, to the distraught of both the organization and the 
customer [7]. It is necessary to resolve and put to rest all the problems at early stages of 
development. 
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2.5 Motivation for the Application of Interactive 
Healthcare Technologies (IHTs) 

 
There has been a stark increase in the number of software firms developing IHT 

applications over the past decade. This is due to the huge demand for the computerization and 
modernization of hospitals. Most of these health technology applications were Hospital 
Information Systems(HIS) and owing to the growing complexity and size of patient databases. 
This need to process health records has also helped this industry thrive. The most important 
element that makes developing IHTs special is that the requirements and scenarios may vary 
hugely from patient to patient, and so do quality attributes such as usability and acceptability. 
So we cannot simplify the solutions in place for other systems and make it work in IHT 
applications [20]. 
 
 Take the case of children suffering from Down’s syndrome or the elderly 
suffering from Alzheimer’s. They might not be able to utilize IHTs themselves and need 
someone else to send information to doctors on a timely basis. These patients often require 
constant supervision from family members or assigned caretakers as they might not be able to 
perform menial tasks. Under dire situations, they may even need vital emergency procedures 
to be done within a very small time span. It also makes things better for people with more 
common ailments like diabetes and hypertension who might need regular consultation. 
 
 This could be attributed to the design and aesthetics of the tools that were used 
in the mentioned studies. We must also not forget that the patients might be curious and well-
motivated to learn the functioning of the interactive tools in order to facilitate diagnosis and 
overcome illness. 
 

 There have been many scientific reports studying various IHTs. These include 
IHTs for miscellaneous patient bases ranging from diabetes patients to kidney transplant 
patients. For instance, a study was published on a web-based support system called Heart Care 
for coronary artery bypass surgery patients [21]. Another project called Partners in School 
Asthma Management was successful in providing remote monitoring of elementary school 
students suffering from Asthma [22]. These two cases along with many other projects have 
developed and analyzed how effective interactive technology has been in dissipating essential 
health services and promoting healthcare. However, based on the results of the conducted 
literature review, I have come across very few studies that analyze the methods applied at 
different stages of development to involve different members of the healthcare community 
such as doctors, patients and other medical staff, while building Interactive health software. 
Thus, this study focuses on how different processes such as design, development and testing 
of healthcare technologies can be more user-centric right from the initiation. 

 
Nowadays, many IHTs require the patient to self-monitor their condition, report 

certain values to the concerned doctors, and identify variations in health patterns. A 
commendable example of this can be seen in the research study conducted by De Vito Dabbs 
et al, where a group of lung transplant patients were consulted for the iterative design, 
development and testing of a self-monitoring IHT application – Pocket PATH [23]. 
 
 

2.6 Motivation for Studying the Integration of Usability 
in Development of IHTs 

 
Applying usability principles to IHT development encourages positive health 

behaviours and trends among patients.  Based on the literature review, it was observed that 
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most of the recent studies have been dedicated to reporting how the introduction of IHTs in 
certain environments has affected the health behavioural patterns in patients while fixating 
solely on outcomes. Very few studies have been conducted with the purpose of studying the 
development process of these IHTs ‘often acknowledging but underestimating’ the importance 
of the usability factor in the process [9]. 
 

The preferences of the patients must be carefully considered during development of 
Interactive health technologies (IHTs). This is because the patient-users might suffer from 
certain conditions or physical disabilities that might deter them from using certain features or 
elements of the application. While we can see why it is more convenient for patients and 
doctors alike to be able to transfer and access health indicators with the click of a button, this 
is even more evident in severe chronic cases such as patients with motor paralysis or semi 
induced comas, where it is quintessential to create patient-centered UCD techniques such as 
BCI (Brain-Computer Interface) techniques, for instance Brain Painting, as discussed earlier. 
The patient might have anywhere between partial to absolutely no muscular control over his 
body and conditions like these leave the healthcare fraternity with no other option but to 
develop powerful user-centered tools that can capture the health parameters and feedback from 
patients and convey it to the concerned caregivers [24]. 

 
Furthermore, the patients might reside quite far away from the health centers. 

Therefore, having long-distance communication through networked IHTs seems to be the most 
viable and economical alternative.  

 
Based on studies conducted in the field of healthcare, it was found that communication 

through handheld and desktop computers enjoyed a high level of acceptance in patients 
suffering from chronic illnesses. This were studies primarily based off of heart surgery and 
lung transplant patients. Despite the old age of a major proportion of these patients and low 
computer literacy, the learning curve and determination in learning how to function with IHTs 
was quite impressive. Blurred vision, tremors, and short-term memory were quite prevalent 
among patients using these devices. This reiterates the fact that users with physical 
impairments must be consulted and take active participation in the design and evaluation of 
health tools [9]. 

 
Furthermore, there are certain regulations by standard authorities that have laid down 

the rules the medical device manufacturing industry, regarding the design and ergonomic 
traits: For instance, the EU laid down in 1993 that,  

 
“reducing, as far as possible, the risk of use error due to 
the ergonomic features of the device and the environment 
in which the device is intended to be used.” (EU, 1993) 

 
Similar regulations have been laid out by organizations such as the US FDA (Food 

and Drug Administration), which mandates that all developers must explain how human-
factors were considered during system implementation by virtue of the safety and effectiveness 
of the application for the user [25]. 

 
Vincent and Blandford conducted an analysis of data collected from interviews with 

professionals working at reputed medical software device manufacturers Through this study, 
they aimed to find out common developmental activities and factors that influenced their 
processes. They investigated what obstacles these developers face while inculcating UCD 
principles while building these applications. By applying grounded theory, they were able to 
identify four major themes that afflicted User-centered design and development in a range of 
practices, mostly Agile. They were: communicating design plans and intentions to end-users, 
collaboration between different tea components- designers - analysts - developers, deciding 
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and justifying the use of a certain UCD practice for the particular design, and scarce guidance 
and support on these practices [25]. 

 
In another instance, a case study was conducted through a set of controlled 

experiments to evaluate the usability of a Clinical Information System (CIS), which was 
employed at a hospital. The authors evaluated the usability of the interface of an IHT 
application that assisted nurses in performing complex procedures on organ transplant patients, 
and monitoring their recovery. The study aimed to analyze the application of User-Centered 
Design techniques in an Agile development during the development of a testable field product 
codenamed NUI (Nurse User Interface). This study also looked at various methods to involve 
the nurses in different phases of software development methodologies from “requirements 
gathering, incremental development and testing, training the fellow nurses, and to promote the 
acceptance of a change” [20]. 

 

2.7 Arguing the Case for Involving Participatory Design 
in Healthcare Technologies 

 
Participatory Design(PD) is an effective UCD technique, that lays its founding 

principles in understanding the end-user’s perspective of the product in use in its actual 
environment. It is iterative and it underlines that select end-users must be involved in the 
development cycle from design to testing. It accommodates the knowledge representation from 
the end-users to create a conceptual model of the system, before the implementation model 
can be developed. This helps in refining the user requirements, especially the ones pertaining 
to system interface design. 

 
The Scandinavian principle of participatory design (PD), a.k.a. “collective design”, 

has its roots in this region and many companies situated in Scandinavia often resort to PD 
practices in their systems development routines, dating back to the 1970’s. This could also be 
observed in one of the case organizations that were analyzed as part of this study -Company 
A, where the interaction designer heavily relied on PD practices from the early stages of 
development. 

 
 This is important in the field of healthcare as patients and medical staff usually 
have widely varying requirements and expectations and participatory design helps solve this 
complicated user amalgamation issue. For instance, while designing a Hospital Information 
System(HIS), the doctors should be involved to provide data points and features – user stories. 
It could be the addition of a feature such as “displaying the health indicators such as sugar 
levels and heart beat rate through data visualization”, or it could be some intricacies such as 
what specific data representation should be used – timestamped graphs or simple bar graphs.  
These sets of information are important for the system design. Then, they must be consulted 
regularly during the rapid prototyping process to get feedback iteratively. Repeating this 
approach with all user groups involved will provide a holistic overview of user requirements 
including usability design and UX aspects and help build comprehensive IHT applications. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Literature Review Methodology 
 

3.1.1 Literature Review Design 
 
Usability and User Experience have become integral parts of the philosophies of 

organizations that develop user-centric products for specific mass audiences. Healthcare 
applications certainly fall under this category. Many of these applications are developed using 
Agile technologies such as SCRUM, XP, and Lean methodologies, as evidenced by our case 
organizations as well as many literary studies observed thus far [33] [34]. 

 
Through this literature review, the author intends to answer RQ1 and RQ2. These 

questions have also been supplemented with the case study research discussed further into the 
results section. Thus, both RQs have been addressed by both the literature review as well as 
the case study – primarily the interviews segment, in order to ensure maximum coverage of 
the research problem. 

 
The author could only conduct a literature review and not a full scale systematic 

literature review, in accordance with the scope of this research plan and ensure that the study 
is done within the stipulated time. 
 

3.1.2 Electronic Search Overview 
 

Several scientific databases were used for performing searches for literature namely, 
IEEExplore, ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar, and Engineering Village – a database that 
accesses articles from 12 engineering and patent databases including Inspec and EI 
Compendex. The articles analyzed were sourced from multiple resource bases as an insurance 
measure to safeguard the quality and inclusiveness of this partially systematic literature 
review. It must be noted that a combination of database scanning and snowballing methods 
was applied to find useful articles that gave a clear insight into relevant problems. 
 

3.1.3 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 
 
A brief inclusion and exclusion criteria was charted while searching for relevant 

literature in the electronic databases. The accumulation of papers was done in iterations. The 
criteria allowed us to establish the quality and relevance of the papers which is a very important 
factor. This was also necessary to narrow down and refine the results and ensure that the time 
and resource constraints are within expectations. 
 

Inclusion Criteria: 
 Only studies that could be well-defined and associated with the current 

research agenda were chosen. 
 Only studies that were conducted in the last 12 years were enlisted. 
 Only papers that were peer-reviewed, benchmarked by authorities and 

published in journals, workshops and conferences were considered. 
 Only studies validated through scientific evidence or direct application were 

chosen. 
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Exclusion Criteria: 
 Highly opinionated studies were avoided that lacked empirical evidence were 

eliminated. 
 Ill-defined topics and irrelevant papers were avoided. 
 Articles that spoke solely on UX development frameworks or just Agile 

development for the most part were not considered. 
 Studies that proposed/developed software applications and programs that help 

in integration rather than proposing methods or frameworks for integration 
were neglected. 

 
A set of keywords generated for performing electronic searches are mentioned below: 
Possible Keyword Population: usability, user-centered*, UCD, Agile, SCRUM, healthcare, 
IHT. 
 
Search String Applied in Iterations: (agile) AND (user-experience* OR user-centered* OR 
UX OR UCD). 
 
This initial set of articles were filtered using the inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to 
match the scope of the literature review. The abstract and conclusion sections were scanned 
through for each of the potential documents in order to implement the inclusion/exclusion 
criteria. 
 
3.1.4 Quality Assessment Strategy 

 
Once the criteria for inclusion an exclusion were applied and the articles were 

filtered down, a certain quality assessment strategy was applied by analyzing the following 
subjective questions for each article: 

 
S.Q.1: Is the context of the study relevant to real-time scenarios of integrating usability and 
Agile development or AUCDI? 
S.Q.2: What does the study emphasize on? What is the research gap being addressed? 
S.Q.3: Are the propositions and results of the study empirically validated? 
S.Q.4: What is the systematic research method used? Is it a qualitative or quantitative study? 
S.Q.5: What can we deduce from the study? Does it contribute to the existing knowledge? 
 
Data Extraction Process: 
The fundamental bits of information for extracting data from the articles was studying the topic 
of research, the setting for the study, the set of research questions or hypotheses put forward, 
the research method applied, and the results/propositions inferred from the study. It was 
important to match find motivations for this current research from the shortlisted articles. The 
data extracted from the articles revolves around the RQs proposed at the beginning of this 
document. The questions for extracting data are: 
 

 What is the background of the study? Is there a certain context for application 
of the study? 

 What tools, methods and processes have been mentioned for successful 
integration of usability aspects and user-centered design (UCD) with 
contemporary Agile practices? 

 What are the challenges that can be generally observed while integrating 
usability aspects and UCD with Agile Technologies? 
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The data extraction and quality assessment processes were re-iterated by the author of 
this study since there is no second author to this study. 

 

3.2 Case Study Methodology 
 

3.2.1 Case Study Research 
 

A case study research involves assembling information from various sources in a 
particular environment or scenario which may be either current or historical. This scenario or 
environment and all its constituents make up a case. This case must occur in its “natural 
settings” when being investigated. A case study relies on multiple data collection techniques 
such as interviews, surveys, personal observation and scanning through archival records. 
Numerous steps involved are designing the case study, identifying the context of the case and 
its members, conducting the case study and analyzing information [26]. 

 
Case studies can have multiple associations during its tenure. It can be explorative, 

experimental, descriptive or explanatory in nature. The course of the research is bound to 
change as the case evolves. The reason being that it is often difficult to isolate the variables 
that are part of the research problem in a case study, as the definition and scope of the problem 
often changes, sometimes drastically, as specific problems and details become known to us 
gradually. This can be observed well in the ‘case’ of this study, as the research questions were 
revaluated several times as more knowledge was unearthed regarding the problems and 
methods encountered at the case organizations [27]. 

 
A case study provides a detailed and comprehensive account of the context that is 

being studied. It is highly advocated if we need to mine different perspectives that exist with 
multiple analytical techniques. This lays a strong proposition for this research as we need to 
study perspectives of all professionals involved in Agile development of IHT applications 
[28]. 

 

3.2.2 Motivation for Selecting Case Study Research 
A case study can be considered as a consolidation of different research 

procedures such as interviews, surveys, ethnographic studies and analyzing organizational 
archives (retrospective studies). The observations are documented on a timely basis for 
analysis. It essentially captures the essence of all other research methods in a systematic 
manner. 
 

Case study research was chosen as the preferred research method for various 
reasons. According to Yin, Case studies are worthwhile when we need to study the relation 
between two or more aspects when the differences between theory/concepts and their actual 
application in a certain context is blurry. The key components at disposal that create favorable 
conditions for choosing to perform a case study are: the presence of research questions and/or 
hypotheses, analysis of the research questions from a real-time perspective, the abundance of 
data from retrieved from retrospection or current evaluation, and finally, the need to establish 
a link between the abundant data and the propositions put forward to derive insightful 
conclusions [26]. This fits the research agenda of this study perfectly as we are looking to 
associate usability guidelines and concepts in theory and analyzing how they are interpreted 
in contemporary Agile development in the field of healthcare technology. 

 
Scaling the extent of this research study was a decisive factor behind choosing case 

study as absolute research method. The scope was defined and narrowed down iteratively. The 
research questions underwent drastic reformations in order to be tailored based on various 
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criteria: the quantity of other studies in this field, the time and resources available, access to 
current data and trends. The scope and context of the research questions also pointed to case 
study research as the most optimal option of all. 
 

There are many other research methodologies that might suit the research topic. 
However, a multiple case study was chosen after carefully considering other methods. Many 
articles such as the guidelines by Runeson and Host [29], have tried to provide a set of rules 
for performing a case study in empirical software engineering. In this article, case studies, 
action research, interviews, surveys, and experiments are identified as the major methods used 
in experimental research: 

 
A survey involves the distribution of a questionnaire to a large audience in order to 

get a big data pool. It is a commonly used quantitative research method, although it can also 
be used to get qualitative responses. The data gathered can be analyzed to generate new 
conclusive recommendations or validate existing hypotheses. 

 
Solely conducting a survey in this case would succeed in gathering an enormous 

amount of data in a short amount of time, but this would pose a problem as most of the data 
gathered would be one dimensional and it might be difficult to capture the quintessential 
nuances of the development process and other technical jargon. For instance, when a survey 
questionnaire is answered, we might not be able to comprehend what is written. This can be 
attributed to many factors: the participant might not be able to convey his/her message 
properly, the researcher might have difficulties understanding the situation as the context of 
the problem and the development environment could not be studied. Furthermore, it is difficult 
to pursue a certain issue in detail post-survey, as we might not be able to contact the person 
again. A case study allows us to perform ethnographic analysis by studying and working on 
ground zero and exploring not just present experiences but also archived documents. 

 
Interviews are great tools for collecting data. The researcher can converse with the 

participant via various media such as the internet, telephonic communication, or though face-
to-face interaction This give us a comprehensive view of the interviewee and helps us 
understand his/her perception through systematic questioning and further supplementary 
questions to understand the concepts [30]. 

 
Relying merely on individual interviews would mean that we might miss out on 

identifying certain challenges and intricacies of the integration process. For instance, when 
conducting telephonic interviews, it is a one-off conversation where certain issues tend to be 
discussed only from the participant’s perspective and certain challenges relating to team 
dynamics and organizational setup might not come to our attention. Moreover, we might not 
be able to study multiple perspectives side by side. A case study is more suitable as it allows 
us to perform a retrospection with multiple inputs at the same time. Additionally, a case study 
gives us an opportunity to improve our research structure and ask enhanced questions, as our 
understanding of the subject keeps improving as the case study progresses. 

 
To conduct an experiment, we are required to have a set of variables that might depend 

on each other. The relation between these variables need to studied under different 
environments after applying various constraints.  

 
This is suitable when there is a hypothesis that needs to be validated. Albeit this needs 

a lot of time and resources than available, we must also note that this study is explorative in 
nature that studies challenges in the development process and finding ways to overcome them. 
There are no off-the-shelf products or fixed variables in this research as the aim of this study 
is to examine an ongoing development and integration process. 
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Often, experiments are not performed within case studies because the “variables of 
interest” and their measurement scales only become clear to researchers after the case study 
advances [27]. 

 
Albeit, it must be noted that an experiment would be very well suited for the planned 

post-study that is intended to succeed this study: A study on methods, tools and processes for 
evaluation of usability and User Experience in Interactive Healthcare Technology (IHT) 
Applications. 

 
 An action research study refers to an internal study of the activities of an 
organization, often initiated by the organization itself and involving researchers as part of their 
daily team routines. A problem is identified by the organization. The root cause of the problem 
is then explored by reviewing the processes, the people, the organization and other similar 
real-world contexts. The researcher is expected to mediate the activities being conducted by 
providing his/her insight and also observe and learn during this process [31].  
 

An action research usually is an extensive single case study, extending over a large 
period of time. It demands a lot of interest and leverage from the organization and a 
proportional amount of dedication and effort from the researcher. It is often considered the 
most in-depth study that can be performed within one team or one organization. Action 
research dictates that the researcher must be part of the process until, the cause is identified, 
the problem solution is devised, and then applied to perceive the results [30]. It is similar to a 
case study in many aspects. However, due to various limitations (time and resources) explained 
above and the large scope of the research, a multiple case study was chosen as the preferred 
method. 

 
It must be noted that though interviews, surveys, experiments and personal 

observation are research methods by themselves, they also constitute great tools for data 
collection. Likewise, A combination of either of these can be implemented together to 
formulate a research method such as ethnographic case studies or action research [26]. 

 
Yin clearly distinguishes the factors while considering whether to perform a “single” 

or “multiple” case study. A single case study is appropriate when the circumstances are critical, 
unique or endemic to a particular setup or environment. A multiple case study is more fitting 
when the circumstances can be linked to different environments.  

 

3.2.3 Case Study Design 
According to Yin and Sjøberg et al., Case studies could be qualitative (for 

addressing the “how”, “why” and “what” questions) or quantitative (to address the “which is 
better” or “Is there a relation between” questions) by virtue or a combination of both of these 
commonly known as a “mixed methods approach”. In this research, a mixed methods approach 
has been chosen as it is in line with the research questions [26] [22]. The qualitative research 
through interviews has been conducted for answering RQ2, while we have used a survey for 
answering RQ3. 

 
Drafting a case study involves having a case study design protocol. The design 

protocol is further composed of the data collection protocol and data analysis protocol. 
The observations are documented on a timely basis for analysis. The following sequence of 
procedures were followed in performing the case study: 
 

 Exploring the context of the research study from the context of the organization. 
In this, phase it is analyzed how the integration of usability works at the 
organizational level and the functional level. 
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 Identifying different constraints and environmental settings involved in the 
organizational setup. 

 Applying a string of data collection techniques such as – interviews, surveys, 
observations and archival records. 

 Performing data analysis on the gathered results. 

Many relevant studies such as [32] [38] have been identified to form a reference pool of 
literature. This data will be used as the basis for creating the case study design. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Research Methodology 
 

3.2.4 Target Population for Case Study – Survey and Interview 
A few potential case organizations were identified by glancing through the list of software 
development organizations situated in Sweden that were involved in building IHT applications 
for hospitals and the medical industry. Necessary measures were taken to consider various 
attributes like the scale of the organization, its reputation, the preferred software development 
lifecycle in use, and the type of applications being developed. Once the case organizations 
were identified, the HR representatives of the organizations were contacted with my 
supervisor’s help to check their willingness and availability. In the next step, information 
regarding the organization’s ongoing projects in healthcare domain that are in progress or 
about to commence were studied briefly. Details about the team size and roles were then 
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gathered. The group members were carefully verified whether they had knowledge about the 
principles of usability, UX and design practices in general. This meant that they either had to 
be usability specialists themselves or involved in a team setup such as a SCRUM team where 
they regularly interacted with one. Diverse team roles such as frontend programmers, backend 
developers, requirements analysts, interaction designers and UX specialists all qualified as 
participants in this case study. Inputs from the entire team were valuable, however the data 
from the usability and UX specialists bears paramount importance for this research. More 
details about individual projects, the organizations, their functioning and their members have 
been discussed in the “context” section. 
 

It was made sure that one or more of the following criteria was fulfilled while identifying 
appropriate candidates for the interview process: 

 The candidates have experience in developing IHT applications using Agile 
methodologies like SCRUM. 

 The candidates had experience in managing IHT applications and interacting with 
customers. 

 The candidates have experience in working as usability/UX developers OR 
working with usability specialists in an Agile team. 

 The candidates have considerable experience developing of IHT applications. 

3.2.5 Population Sampling for Interviews 
 
The interviewees were primarily people involved in the projects at both case companies who 
bore significance to the usability aspects of the projects. The technique used to identify the 
interviewees was convenience sampling. GUI developers, Usability engineers (and analysts), 
UX developers, Interaction designers, SCRUM Masters were top priority stakeholders of this 
process. Other roles such as testers and backend developers also participated as they frequently 
interacted with UI/UX members in a daily basis. 
 
Survey Sample Population: All participants of the interview were also respondents of the 
survey. Additionally, the survey was forwarded to professionals who were part of the case 
projects at the two companies but couldn’t be interviewed for different reasons. 
 

3.2.6 Interview Design 
 

An interview can be structured or semi-structured or unstructured. Structured 
interviews generally consist of close-ended questions, while unstructured interviews are 
mainly comprised of open-ended questions naturally beginning with a “why”, “what”, or a 
“how” semi-structured interviews might be a combination of both types of questions. For the 
sake of preserving the explorative nature of this case study, the case interviews were 
unstructured for the most part. The open-ended questions were essential for collecting 
qualitative data.  

 
Drafting a questionnaire: All questions in the survey were open-ended questions that could be 
coded and analyzed for qualitative data analysis. Add a few screenshots if possible. The 
questions revolved around their development methodologies, usability practices and tools in 
use, their organizational behavior, and challenges they faced regularly while trying to integrate 
usability into Agile development of IHT applications. 
 

The literature review formed the basis for conscripting the interview questionnaire. 
The questions were ordered based on their relevance to the research questions. The initial 
questions aimed towards getting information about the propensity of the team members, team 
roles, tools and knowing the scale and purpose of the project. The questions gradually kept 
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getting closer to the research questions towards the end of the interview. This ensured that the 
participants could be more engaged in the topic and comprehend the research and its purpose 
in a healthier way. This also helped me organize and analyze the information in a more 
efficient way, as each question created a foundation for the next interview question.  
 

3.2.7 Interview Data Collection Process 
 
The case interview was scheduled into the following phases: 
 
Initiation – Stage 0: This involved getting in contact with the manager and then with the 
employees concerning booking a date, time and venue for the interview and the ensuing 
participant observation. The duration of the interview had been agreed upon prior to the 
appointment. A couple of interviews were telephonic, all other interviews happened face-to-
face. 
 
General Briefing – Stage 1: This mini-segment was used to get team members acquainted with 
this research study. It is crucial for the researcher and the participants to have a clear 
understanding of the research motives and expected outcomes, and how the research would 
benefit them from an industrial point of view. The terms of confidentiality are revealed and 
voice recording begins in this phase. This makes it comfortable for both parties to begin 
communication. 
 
Case Introduction – Stage 2: In this stage, more details about the project that bore relevance 
to this study were uncovered. Any details about the objectives and scale of the project that 
were previously missed out in the pre-interview phase were documented. Moreover, the 
participants introduced themselves and gave excerpts about their roles in the team. RQ1 is 
dealt with here. The first 4-6 questions of the interview were connected to enquiring about 
their tools, processes, system design and requirements briefly. 
 
Subjective Questioning (and follow-ups) – Stage 3: In this phase, the questions regarding the 
intricacies of the activities and the challenges faced in their developmental activities are 
acknowledged form two standpoints: the usability view, and the general developer’s view. 
Here, RQ2 and RQ3 come into play for the most part. 
 
Providing Information on future course – Stage 4: The interviewees are then informed about 
the succeeding survey that will be sent out soon, based on the interview data. The contact 
details are shared and more respondents for the survey are identified through them. Any doubts 
that they might have about the research study are cleared, and permission for observing their 
work routine for a few hours is taken. 
 
Participant Observation – Stage 5: The participants are then observed for a few hours in their 
natural working environment. 
 
Transcription – Stage 6: The voice recordings and field notes were the two sources of 
information available. The interviews and notes were analyzed and interpreted after the 
interview to create a common passage for each of the answered questions. All irrelevant bits 
of the conversation were discarded. Some of the answers were vaguely answered over an 
interval of time and needed to be summarized while ensuring that the keywords (codes) are 
preserved. In order to transcribe the verbal information, a transcription software called 
ExpressScribe was used.  
 
The interviews were recorded via the desktop/mobile recording applications and terms of 
confidentiality were discussed. It was established in the beginning, what could or could not be 
disclosed about the projects at both companies. 
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3.2.8 Interview Sequence 
 

Interviewee 
S.No. 

Role* Organization Duration Medium 

Interviewee 1 Scrum 
Master/Developer 

HiQ 50 minutes Face-to-Face 
Interview 

Interviewee 2 Backend 
Developer 

HiQ 50 minutes Face-to-Face 
Interview 

Interviewee 3 Frontend and UI 
Developer 

HiQ 50 minutes Face-to-Face 
Interview 

Interviewee 4 Developer HiQ 50 minutes Face-to-Face 
Interview 

Interviewee 5 SCRUM Master/ 
Lead Developer 

EVRY 60 Minutes Face-to-Face 
Interview 

Interviewee 6 Interaction 
Designer 

EVRY 60 Minutes Face-to-Face 
Interview 

* - Cross-functional Agile Roles 
Table 1. Interview Sequence 

 

3.2.9 Participant Observation 
 
As part of the interview schedule, I was granted permission at one of the companies, HiQ, 
where I could observe the participants in their ordinary work environment for a couple of 
hours. This activity was supplementary to the interview process and helped shed light on their 
organizational hierarchy and communication/feedback cycles. This was essential to maintain 
the objectivity of the interviews. Participant observation is a fantastic tool for non-verbal data 
collection. The advantage of such an activity was that it could be used as an opportunity to 
uncover aspects that the participants did not enclose in the interview due to several reasons 
[32]. All the observations were documented in line with the interviews via field notes. 
 

3.2.10 Survey Design 
 
Distributed through questionnaires, it is a very effective tool for gathering a lot of quantitative 
as well as qualitative data. It is the most commonly used research instrument in empirical 
research of software engineering practices and information systems. While conducting a 
survey, it is implicit that there must exist, two or more well defined variables that must be 
tested against ascertained observations of phenomena in different environments [33]. It helps 
us reach a large audience and gather a wide array of discernments that originate from different 
organizational and contextual settings. This is done over a small fraction of time when 
compared with other forms of research studies. According to Kitchenham and Pfleeger, who 
provided a generalized approach to conducting surveys, the pre-requisites of conducting a 
survey is to be sure about the objective of the study, the unit of analysis, and the sample under 
study [34].  In this method, it is essential to select the appropriate candidates, understand the 
background of the target audience, and standardize the format of the responses [32]. Thus, it 
is beneficial to draft a survey and distribute only when the research variables and the context 
is made clear to us after conducting the case interviews, which is the procedure that has been 
followed in this study. 
 
The survey consisted of a combination of quantitative and qualitative questions. The survey 
was designed after the interviews were conducted in order to mine new data that could not be 
attained through interviews and observation. Both close-ended and open-ended data was 
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sought. Questions were meant to explore the perceptions and experiences of each team 
member individually regarding a certain code generated from the interview process. These 
codes were generally:  

 different challenges that were mentioned in the interview process,  
 the tools and practices that were prevalent at both organizations,  
 the techniques that teams engaged in to gather user-centered requirements,  
 or techniques used for usability evaluation of their products. 

 
Of the 18 questions in the list, 5 were open-ended questions and the rest were close-ended 
questions. The close-ended questions were represented with several options: namely, 5 point 
likert scales, checkboxes, grid lists, Furthermore, through this survey, it was possible to 
validate if the methods used for UX development preserved the process agility and to what 
extent they could be incorporated into the Agile system. 
 
This validation survey bears a lot of importance since it allows us to inspect whether the data 
points found in one organization, say Company A by coding the interviews and field notes, 
are also appearing in the other organization. This allows us to cross-verify the interviews data 
which has been very resourceful for theorizing a generic framework for successful integration 
of UX development and a popular Agile framework called Scrum. 
 
3.2.11 Population Sampling for Survey 

The sample population of the survey involves people who were interviewed as 
well as several other participants of the case projects who were part of the development process 
but could not be interviewed due to time and scope limitations. This also involves the project 
management staff and product owners as well apart from the usual core: UX experts, 
interaction designers, analysts, testers. Partcipants from both HiQ and EVRY healthcare were 
involved. 

The initial sample population for this survey was identified through 
convenience sampling, as the participants of the survey were made aware about the survey 
through the case interviews and other interactions. Later on, more professionals were added to 
this survey through snowball sampling, by asking the interviewees and the management to 
pass on the information to their colleagues who were also involved in this project. The aim 
was to get people with different Agile roles involved as it would cover many different 
perspectives when it comes to integration. 

 
At the end of the case study, the participants were asked about their thoughts and 

reflections on the case study: the interviews, the surveys, and the overall conduct of the study. 
They were all assured access to digital copies of the study and results once it was completed, 
as it could be a reference point on what recommendations can be followed for successful 
integration of usability into their Agile practices. 
 

3.3 Data Analysis Protocol  
 In order to generate useful information from the interview and survey, the 
author has decided to use a qualitative data analysis technique called “Thematic Analysis.” 
Thematic Analysis is the process of extracting useful information, classifying the information 
into themes, generating codes for themes, analyzing and reporting the themes from a complex 
collection of data. In this case, the pool of data is sourced from qualitative data collected via 
the interviews and surveys [35]. 
 
 Thematic analysis involves collecting both “semantic” data and “latent” data. 
Eliciting semantic data is the process of identifying themes and codes are present in their 
natural state in the transcriptions, while gathering latent data involves extracting a meaningful 
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data pattern from a phrase or sentence. The fundamental thoughts, assumptions, ideas and 
perceptions need to generated as they are not mentioned explicitly in the transcriptions [36]. 
 
 The following procedure was followed while performing qualitative data 
analysis as per the recommendations of an article [31]: 
 

 Transcription of Data: The transcription process, as explained before, refers to 
converting data that is found in various forms: audio, video, through verbal 
communications and observation into textual format for processing and organizing, 
and storing the data. 
 

 Organization of Data: In this step, data collected from multiple case studies are 
organized into separate entities, and categorised into different information based on 
who gave the information, the question addressed, and the context of the data. Here, 
each answer was numbered and ordered based on the labels generated for each of the 
participants, in this case for instance SM(SCRUM Master) or INT 1. 
 

 Familiarization of Data: In this step, the organized data is read thoroughly to get 
acquainted with the information. This further helps us in coding and thematising the 
data. 
 

 Coding the data: The results of the literature review have also been taken into account 
in order to create and classify information into codes. This involves extracting latent 
data or hidden meanings from a complex intertwining of data. Codes, in general, could 
be present in different parts of the transcription, addressing questions. These 
recurrences have been noted and associated together with a paraphrase and a colour – 
for easy accessing. The frequency of occurrence and their relevance were documented. 
MaxQDA software was used for thematic analysis of interviews. 

 
 Generating Themes: After coding the data, codes were observed to find relativity 

amongst each other. Then, their dependency on a certain issue or their association with 
a certain concept or issue was acknowledged. Based on these actions, the codes were 
categorized into classes called themes. An appropriate title and colour were associated 
for each of the themes, with the same colour representing all the codes that fall under 
that theme. 
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  Figure 6. Interview Coding Process 
 
 

 
 
  Figure 7. Classification of Themes 
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             Figure 8. Generation of Corresponding Codes 
 

Most of the data received from the survey conducted was quantitative in 
nature. The data analysis of survey results was done through univariate analysis. The data 
was recorded in an Excel sheet in records against the serial number of each respondent. It 
was visualized using pie charts, bar graphs and other data visualization tools. Cross 
Tabulation of results could not be performed as the author could not generate two sets of 
data. Moreover, since this survey was conducted among the participants of the interview and 
other members of the development team, who could not participate in the interviews, there 
were a total of 18 responses only. This was not enough data to perform statistical correlation 
analysis or apply regression analysis. Furthermore, any such attempt to correlate two 
independent variables would make the research invalid since the results are gathered from 
two case environments only. 
 
 After the analysis of the survey, interview and literature review, cross-case 
analysis is performed, studying data points acquired from different case sample sets. This type 
of analysis can help us generate a data pool from which we can generate theories and 
guidelines that might be applicable to the entirety of that industrial or academic domain. 
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4 RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
 

Looking back at the background study, based on our assessment of related works, it 
came to our knowledge that the Agile philosophy and usability-UX development share a lot 
of common principles: namely, both being highly iterative and incremental, encouraging 
regular customer involvement in the development process, relying on a well-established 
communication-feedback loop between developers, with people-centric processes being at the 
core of the development cycle [7]. These factors have in fact led to many successful 
integrations across many organizations. Notwithstanding, there are a many intricate problems 
and challenges when it comes to integrating both aspects in a real-time scenario. This issue 
has created a research gap, leaving a lot of opportunities such as this one to conduct empirical 
studies in this domain. The results of the literature review documented below attempt to 
address this gap by partially answering RQ1 and RQ2. 
 

4.1 Literature Review Results: 
 

4.1.1 Classification of Studies 

4.1.1.1 Classification of Primary Studies based on publication: 
 

Reference 
S.No 

Year of 
Publication 

Nature of Publication Keywords 
Identified 

Research Method 
Used 

[37] 2011 Conference Paper UCD, AUCDI, 
Agile 

Framework 
Proposal/Evaluation 

[4] 
 

2008 Conference Paper UX, UCD, 
Agile 

Multiple Case Study 

[38] 
 

2011 Conference Paper Agile, UX, 
Design 

Case Study 

[39] 2009 Conference Paper Usability, XP, 
Agile 

Action Research/ 
Framework Proposal 

[40]  2007 Journal Paper Usability 
Testing, UCD, 
Agile 

Action Research 

[41] 2007 Conference Paper Agile, UED 
(User 
Experience 
Design) 

Evaluation Study 

[42] 
 

2005 Conference Paper UED, XP, 
Agile 

Action Research 

[11] 
 

2007 Journal Paper UCD, Agile Ethnographic Study 

[38] 
 

2003 Conference Paper Usability, 
Agile 

Case Study 

[7] 
 

2012 Symposium/Workshop 
Paper 

UX, Agile Case Study 

[39] 2009 Symposium/Workshop 
Paper 

UCD, 
Usability, 
Agile 

Case Study 

[40] 
 

2012 Workshop Paper Personas, 
Usability, 
Agile 

Framework 
Proposal/Evaluation 
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[41] 
 

2007 Conference Paper Design UX, 
Agile 

Action Research 

[42] 
 

2007 Conference Paper UCD, Usability 
requirements, 
Agile 

Framework 
Proposal/Evaluation 

[43] 
 
 

2009 Conference Paper UX, Agile Evaluation Study 

[44] 
 

2008 Conference Paper UX, Design, 
Agile 

Interview Study 

[25] 2013 Conference Paper Human 
Factors, UCD, 
Healthcare 

Case Study 

[20] 2008 Journal Paper UCD, usability, 
Healthcare, 
Agile 

Tool Evaluation 

[43] 1998 Journal Paper Participatory 
Design, 
Healthcare 

Framework 
Proposal/Evaluation 

Table 2. Classification of Primary Studies based on publication 
 

4.1.1.2 Classification of Primary Studies based on Critical Questions: 
 

Critical Information Identified Classes References 
addressing these 
Classes 

Challenges Encountered Insufficient specificity of requirements for UX 
developers. 

[33] [40] [42] 

Lack of Coordination /communication between 
UX developers and Agile team. 

[32] [6] [7] 

Lack of involvement of end-user in design and 
development phases. 

[40] [41] 

Rapidly changing usability requirements [6] [39] [40] [31] 

Inadequate usability focus for design and 
development phases. 

[32] [34] [41] 

Issues with scheduling and performing usability 
tests. 

[6] [38] [36] 

Lack of time to iterate design activities. [44] [11] 

Lack of shared Usability design vision between 
developers/ Poor visibility of the development 
(implementation and testing) phases for UX 
designers and develops.  

[44] [38] 
 

Late Integration of Usability components 
(leading to budget and time extensions) 

[44] [6] [18] 

Difficulty in modularizing design into Agile 
cycles. 

[35] [37] [36] 

UCD activities fit poorly into Agile practice. [34] [38] [39] 

 
 
Tools/Methods/Practices 
for Agile and Usability-

Improve communication/feedback channels. 
Increase interaction. 

[6] [41] 
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User Centered Design 
Integration 
(Article 
Recommendations) 

Early Integration of UX and development [43] 

Application of Tools: Brainstorming, 
Prototyping, Walkthroughs, Design Studio. 

[41] [36] 

Upfront Design and LDUF and Sprint 0. [6] [45] 

Involving Users in all phases of development [20] [41] 

Externalization of Design Focus [41] [34]. 

Mapping design with corresponding feature and 
“Time-boxing” design chunks. 

[35] [37] [6] 

Introduce Participatory Design practices. [43] [20] 

Table 3. Classification of Primary Studies based on Critical Questions 
 
 

4.1.2 Challenges/Obstacles Documented in Primary Studies: 
 
Lack of shared UX design/vision leads to many other problems, both internally and 

externally. UX developers must collaborate with the rest of the team and be able to get across 
the design intent, goals and requirements so that there is a common product specification plan 
that everybody understands and can work with. This affects integration efforts and decision 
making process, sometimes leading to unnecessary costs and delays due to the resulting 
interface design overhauls [44] [43]. A lot of times, developers and the UX specialists have 
poor visibility and understanding of each other processes. Sometimes, power shifts, and lack 
of clear leadership roles also affect the project [32] [33]. 

 
Another problem frequently quoted by primary studies is the frequently changing 

requirements. This is the root cause of many more problems such as poor integration, delay in 
UX work, and poor understanding of user goals and context [6] [39] [46]. 

 
Insufficient Time to iterate design is a major challenge. Trying to coordinate usability 

evaluation with Agile cycles – sprints can be cumbersome, as getting usability feedback from 
customers is often a time consuming task. Lack of time to accommodate the test results and 
make iterative changes to design and build interface from it [34] [43]. 

 
Agile principles generally require projects to be divided into slices each representing 

tasks or features. This however may not work in case of UX development as it may lead to a 
broken and flawed design with no flow. Usability principles dictate that flow and consistency 
must be maintained for better user experience [43] [6]. Usability engineering practices such as 
UCD often do not fit into the Agile frame of things, as they seem to lose their “process agility” 
as not every activity is compatible [34] [38] [39]. 

 
On several occasions, including the cases regarding healthcare development, it was 

observed that end-users were not being represented well in the development process. They 
were not properly involved in the different phases of development, as discussed further on [40] 
[41]. 

Also documented well, were issues with scheduling usability evaluation tests, test 
prototypes and partial product builds with end-users. Usability tests done too late (need to be 
done early). Also too many costs involved with usability evaluation. Code built during sprints 
is usually not comprehensive enough to build prototypes and perform usability tests. The 
notion of usability testing also does not go hand-in-hand with Agile testing. due to costs, 
difficulty in identification of users. [6] [38] [36]. 
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Lack of coordination is a major obstacle. System implementation and design is often 
different from what was planned in the beginning due to requirements changes. Lack of 
coordination between usability efforts and developmental efforts. Both are done individually 
often in a non-harmonious way, bereft of each other and integrated in the end [32] [6] [7]. 

 
Difficulty in modularization/chunking of Design. It does not go well with the 

incremental development nature of Agile. Figuring out complex dependencies between 
designs in each sprint may be difficult. One reason is that teams find it difficult to distinguish 
between UX activities that are essential and ones that are supplementary. Prioritizing UX 
related user stories and user scenarios and deciding how much of it needs to be done in an 
iteration becomes a daunting task [35] [37] [36]. 

 
Lack of focus on Design and UX - Agile principles advise against carrying out UCD 

activities upfront since requirements may change often. Lack of allocated time for upfront 
activities. The Agile principle’s focus on producing potentially shippable products 
counterproductive from design aspect [32] [34] [41]. 
 

4.1.3 Recommendations (Tools and Processes) of Primary Studies: 
 

Externalization of design focus by specifying interface design and wireframes is 
essential. Expressing this design vision to all stakeholders involved ensures better 
collaboration and more usable and efficient software. This helps keep track of the design goals 
and maintain high design focus for the entire team [41] [34]. 

 
Agile principles generally require projects to be divided into slices each representing 

tasks or features. This however may not work in case of UX development as it may lead to a 
broken and flawed design with no flow. Usability principles dictate that flow and consistency 
must be maintained for better user experience. Little design Up Front (LDUF) also called 
Upfront Design is a way for development teams to define user goals, build scenarios and user 
stories, collect requirements, design the architecture, and create the UX design in a pre-
development sprint also referred to as Sprint 0. This can resolve a lot of problems like lack of 
time for design iteration and coordination delays between UX developers and the remaining 
team as evident in [6] [45]. 

 
Moreover, the possible answers to coordination problems and lack of feedback and 

questioning between the UX team and developers is to have UX developers involved in stand-
up meetings and interacting as frequently as possible to share and update the user goals and 
design goals on a daily basis [6] [41]. 

 
A better design focus for the entire team can be achieved through brainstorming, 

sharing design goals, activities such as brainstorming, and performing retrospection of 
prototype builds with user goals. This also helps solve communication and coordination issues 
[41] [36]. 

 
Design modularization problems were resolved by maintaining compact user goals, 

mapping design effort with feature effort, and “time-boxing” big chunks of design. This way, 
the feature implementation and its corresponding design can be completed in the same 
iteration, also reducing planning time [35] [37]. 
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4.1.4 A review of Primary Studies with a Healthcare perspective: 
 

In the few studies that spoke about design and development practices with UCD and 
usability orientation in healthcare systems, there were some major concerns. Many of these 
issues coincided with the identified articles, while some were prevalent exclusively in the 
healthcare technology domain. Documented below are some of the issues often encountered 
in primary studies conducted in this area. 

 
According to Vincent and Blandford’s study, there were several issues put forward: 

developers found it difficult to obtain design guidelines for specific medical product. 
Moreover, they inferred that more usability specialists need to be involved in the technicalities 
of Agile development through Scenarios and Personas generation similar to User Stories in 
SCRUM for the purpose of user representation. Furthermore, poor communication and a non-
existent feedback loop have also been highlighted. Determining the needs of the patients and 
their acceptance levels and getting a fix on the usability requirements was one other difficulty 
[25]. 

 
Similar to the above study, many studies in the field of healthcare are endorsing a 

trend of participatory design practices. A case study conducted prior to this concluded that 
involving end-users in requirements analysis, development iterations and testing phases can 
lead to a more acceptable product and ensures that it works in the target environment. In this 
case it was the medical staff from the hospital in the development of an organ transplant patient 
monitoring and management system for a hospital. It argues that though performing 
participatory design in large scale projects of healthcare may seem unwieldly and costly, but 
it pays off in the long run of the software life cycle as it stabilizes the requirements and 
improves user trust and satisfaction. In this case involving the nurses, who were transplant 
experts, right from the beginning in the story boarding and UI design all the way to 
walkthroughs and inspections, led to the creation of a successful product. This is one of the 
best cases where using UCD method of participatory design (PD) bore fruit [20]. 

 
Another ethnographic study was conducted to study “Participatory Design in 

Information Systems (PDIS) in healthcare”, based on the Scandinavian participatory design 
approach. Here, the authors find that the early stages of design in the development of 
Information Systems often do not involve end-users. The author makes a strong case for the 
benefits of conducting participatory design, and suggests that non-designers – i.e. other 
members of the development team must also be introduced to the tools, processes and ideology 
of PD. The usage of PD in the design phase can only increase the effectiveness and usability 
of the application and improve coordination among the team [43]. 
 

In line with the research agenda stated in the RQs, this literature review has attempted 
to investigate the contemporary state of affairs in Agile-UX development and Agile User-
Centered Design Integration (AUCDI). The analysis of the results of this literature review will 
be further cross-validated with the results of the thematic analysis of the case study to confirm 
or refute if the problems and challenges discovered are just general occurrences in any Agile 
development scenario or whether they stand true in case of Agile development of IHT 
applications. 
 

The objective of the literature analysis is the identification of obstacles in the bridging 
of above mentioned facets. The outcomes of this review along with the results of the case study 
analysis can be deemed useful for suggesting recommendations. These sets of challenges and 
study recommendations have all been analyzed and aggregated along with the results of the 
case study to create a consolidated generic framework for Agile-UX development. The results 
can be deemed useful by academia and industry alike to varying extents. I hope that the results 
of the literature review on their own can contribute to the existing pool of knowledge in this 
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area, and further shed light on how this knowledge can be improvised and adopted by 
organizations creating patient-centered healthcare applications. 

 
Some key inferences can be drawn from this literature review which will have great 

influence on the design and execution of the case study that follows along with the generation 
of the framework. The results will help in planning and devising content for the interviews and 
survey questionnaires as parts of the case study. The results of the case study can be further 
compared and cross-verification process to ensure mutual validity between both research 
methods: literature review and case study. 
 
 

4.2 Results and Data analysis of Case Study 
 

4.2.1 Organizational Context 
 

In order to study the state of integration of Agile and UX development and the 
different Agile User-Centered Design techniques being applied at the case organizations, it is 
important to understand the context and background of the individual projects, the IHTs being 
developed, their specifications, built-in features, user requirements, and also organizational 
aspects like team composition, responsibilities and details about how they are adopting Agile 
methods into their regular development routines. 
  

4.2.1.1 Context of Project A 
 
Project Name: Journalen. 
 
Company Undertaking the project: EVRY (EVRY Healthcare) with product owner: Inera AB. 
 

Journalen (The Journal) is a Swedish nation-wide web based system initiated 
by the Landsting (county administrations in Sweden), to enable all citizens and patients or 
their guardians to access their medical health records on the go through the 1177 Vårdguiden 
public health service. The end-users of this product are all Swedish citizens above the age of 
18. It also includes medical practitioners, hospital administrators, and municipal authorities. 
 

It is a public repository where patients can see their health information that is 
dynamically updated through their local hospital databases. As the system developers, the team 
at EVRY gathers all medical information: Journal notes, diagnosis, lab results, medication etc. 
Then, they compile all that data and feed it into forms necessary for patients and citizens. 
  
Key Features of Journalen: 
 

- Citizens can choose to share their medical records with the local municipalities and 
health centers. 

- The history of medical visits to hospitals and clinics are generated for the patients as 
well as the medical centers for quick access. 

- Lab results, diagnosis, and  
- Also acts as the official guide for accessing public health services, and locates the 

nearest hospitals with entitlement to this service. 
- It is a common database for all citizens living in different counties. The server and 

web application are up and running for most of the counties in Sweden. 
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The project, currently owned by Inera corporation, has been outsourced to EVRY Healthcare 
systems, who are now incharge of developing, deploying and managing the huge web-based 
system.  
 
 
 
 
 

4.2.1.2 Team Composition at Company A 
 
The highly cross-functional team at Company A consisted of 6 members: 3 developers –1 UX 
expert (Interaction Designer) –also taking up the role of a tester, 1 Project manager and 1 
product owner. 
 
The responsibilities they carried out were: 
 

 Developers: In charge of implementing the web application, creating a web-server, 
connecting to the national health database of medical records, and constantly updating 
the website. One of them took up the responsibility of the SCRUM master (an 
interview participant), managing daily stand-up meetings and leading team 
development. 

 
 Interaction Designer/UX Developer: In charge of Creating UX designs, wireframes, 

and prototypes, refining usability requirements, and performing usability evaluations. 

 
 System Tester: performing manual testing and creating automated test suites for the 

system. 

 
 Project Manager: Responsible for communicating with client company, projecting the 

product to the interested parties and managing the team affairs. 

 
 Product Owner: in charge of gathering and specifying requirements. 

 

4.2.1.3 Context of Project B 
 
Project Name: SUCCCE. 
 
Company Undertaking the project: HiQ along with partners: (Fujitsu, Nicon, and Avalon) 
 

SUCCCE (Smart Use of Communication in Complex Care Environments) It is 
an innovative Hospital Information System (HIS) that aims to deliver a current feed of 
information about patients to doctors, nurses, and other concerned medical staff, for 
convenient monitoring and supervision. It is a hands-free decision support system for hospitals 
that is deployed through a rather recent hardware development – a revolutionary wearable 
technology called Google Glass, an optical device that doubles as a pair of eyeglasses. 
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It provides information in various formats (audio, video and graphical 
visualizations), to the doctors by providing an array of information that is compact and closely 
knit together to fit into the small interface and supports them in making vital decisions through 
rapid alert management. 
 
 
Key features of SUCCCE: 
 

 The appliance alerts the medical practitioners in case of patient emergencies and 
health complications. 

 It connects to the hospital server, processes health information, and displays it in 
a data-rich manner through visual processing. 

 It provides real-time data to the doctors regarding various health indicators of the 
patients: This includes numerical and graphical information about: “ECG”, 
“Blood pressure”, “Respiration”, “Saturation”, and “pulse” in user-friendly 
manner through colour coding. 

 It provides a camera feed of the patients to the doctors via the projections lens 
provided by Google Glass. 

 It enables us to take pictures and enter data against patient records for time-based 
monitoring. 

 It has a built in barcode tracker for identifying medical paraphernalia associated 
with patients. 

 
-This appliance helps large hospitals by trimming down the complexity of managing a 

huge patient base with a multitude of ICUs and Emergency Rooms(ER). The benefits are that 
it reduces the “time from alert to medical intervention”, drastically. It also has a low-cost per 
patient while assisting in providing “high quality health care” through constant monitoring and 
supervision, also making patients feel more comfortable and secure, creating a “stress-free 
environment” for Medicare staff and patients alike. 

 
 

 

4.2.1.4 Team Composition at Project B 
 
The team at Company B consisted of 8 members: 4 developers (3 Backend Android 
Developers and 1 Frontend/UI Developer) –1 tester, 1 Project manager and 1 product owner. 
It must be noted that there was no UX developer or designer working at HiQ, but all the UX 
development work was vested in the hands of the UX team at another collaborator in the 
project: another organization called Fujitsu (Company C) who specialized in creating UX 
design and prototypes. This practice of remote collaboration of UX work in SUCCCE has been 
explained further.  
 
The responsibilities they carried out were: 
 

 Developers: In charge of implementing the web application, creating a web-server, 
connecting to the national health database of medical records, and constantly updating 
the website. One of them took up the responsibility of the SCRUM master (an 
interview participant), managing daily stand-up meetings and leading team 
development. 
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 UX Development Team at Fujitsu (Company C): (Remote Collaboration with UX 
team at Fujitsu): The team at Fujitsu were handled the tasks of getting UCD 
requirements, building UX prototypes that could be shown, specifying UX 
requirements through personas, creating prototypes, and performing usability 
evaluations. 
 

 The roles of the tester, product owner and project manager were the same as the ones 
observed in Company A. 

 
 
 
 
 

4.2.2 Results and Data Analysis of Interviews 
 
Coding of Contemporary Tools, Practices, and Methods used for Integration of UX 
development with Agile Software Development Methodology – Applied at the Case 
Organizations. 
 
 

S.No. Codes Identified Theme 
Identified 

Inclusion 
Criteria 

Currently Being 
Applied at -Case 
Company 

A1. Scenarios and User 
Stories 

UCD techniques Recurrence, 
Relevance- 

A, B 

A2. Personas UCD techniques Recurrence, 
Relevance 

B 

A3. Prototyping UCD techniques Recurrence, 
Relevance 

B 

A4. Brainstorming UCD techniques Recurrence, 
Relevance - 

A 

A5. Design Studio UCD techniques Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A 

B1. Little Design Up-Front 
(LDUF) 

Agile-UX 
Integration 
Practices 

Recurrence, 
Relevance - 

A 

B2. Sprint 0/One Sprint 
Ahead 

Agile-UX 
Integration 
Practices 

Relevance A 

C1. Interviews with 
Potential End-Users 

Usability 
Evaluation/Testi
ng 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A, B 

C2. Remote Testing Usability 
Evaluation/Testi
ng Techniques 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A, B 
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C3. Retrospections and 
Guideline 
Walkthroughs 

Usability 
Evaluation/Testi
ng Techniques 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A 

C4. Think-Aloud Tests Usability 
Evaluation/Testi
ng Techniques 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A, B 

Table 4. Coding of Contemporary Tools, Practices, and Methods used for Integration of UX 
development with Agile Software Development Methodology – Applied at the Case 

Organizations. 
 

4.2.2.1 Data Analysis of Tools, Contemporary Practices, and Methods used for 
Integration of UX development with Agile Software Development 
Methodology – Applied at the Case Organizations  

 
Various tools, method and processes (TPMs) were relied upon in the organizations. Some were 
followed in both cases. Others were used solely in one or the other organizations. There were 
three sets of themes could be examined in this category: User-Centered Design (UCD) 
techniques in use, Agile – UX Integration Practices, and Usability and UX Testing techniques 
(which differ from conventional system testing). 
 

4.2.2.1.1 Data Analysis of different Tools. Processes, and Methods (TPMs) used at 
Company A: 

 
User-Centered Design (UCD) Techniques: 

Company A initiated their project by ascertaining user stories and scenarios for 
each of the end-users that were found as part of the market research done by the management. 
Furthermore, they regularly had brainstorming sessions at Sprint initiations and at Sprint 
retrospections: It was also a huge part of the Design Iteration 0, that happened in parallel with 
Sprint planning sessions. The UX development team heavily relied on wireframes and user 
guidelines for their system design, from the user requirements gathered. Another method 
called Design Studio was central to their UX development and integration.  
 

The interaction designer at Company A was quoted as saying “We use a 
technique called Design Studio - that's when we gather together to resolve "one issue" like a 
website view, so we map out what content shall the view have, we perform brainstorming - 
writing down how we think we can solve the problem, or making sketches.  ALL MEMBERS 
OF THE TEAM PARTICIPATE and not just UX developers.” 

Agile – UX Integration Practices: 
Company A followed the practice of executing Little Design Up-Front(LDUF), 

before the core development Sprints began. This was done in an Iteration ahead of Sprint 1, 
and is a commonly used industrial practice called Sprint 0 or One Sprint ahead. In this iteration, 
the UX development team conducted user research, analyzed market research results, gathered 
usability and UI requirements, designed wireframes and built the basic design prototype 
needed so that the development team can continue their work from there, without having to 
wait for the design. 
 
Usability Evaluation Techniques: 

The team at company A work together to read through the user guidelines and 
conduct retrospections after demos with a special focus on design aspects. As discussed later, 
the team had problems defining Personas for end-users, and to overcome this the UX 
developers executed “think-aloud” tests with different sets of users, to gather different 
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personas and later linked them to user stories. Interviews were often conducted with potential 
end-users through questionnaires and survey feedback hosted on the site. 
 

4.2.2.1.2 Data Analysis of different Tools. Processes, and Methods (TPMs) used at 
Company B: 

 
User-Centered Design (UCD) Techniques: 

Company B had a set of scenarios at the beginning of the project that they tried 
to stick with. These scenarios were generated by another team at Company C, after market 
research was conducted by top management. Once, these scenarios were handed over to the 
development team at Company B, they had the task of linking them with user stories for 
carrying out feature implementation and frontend development. The team focused on 
producing prototypes from the scenarios and personas in multiple iterations that they presented 
at demos, where they conducted interviews and “think-aloud” tests with potential users at 
hospitals. 
  
Agile – UX Integration Practices: 
Unlike Company A, the UX development team was located at Company C, and there was 
remote collaboration between the two. Thus, they could not follow a “One-Sprint Ahead” 
policy with Company C, who built the scenarios and designed the layouts for multiple sprints 
all at once. There was no formal Agile-UX integration approach followed here. 

Usability Evaluation Techniques: 
The prototypes generated from UCD phase, were inspected by championing 

end-users, who gave them feedback through interview responses and “think-aloud tests.” The 
team documented this and made changes to the product requirements as well as the UI 
requirements to introduce them in the next Sprint backlog. Remote Testing was another 
evaluation technique applied exclusively by Company B to test the product holistically in the 
real-time hospital environment among medical practitioners. 
 

INT 2 at Company B was quoted saying: “Since the beginning, we had mainly 
the user demands(requirements) and the user design was unspecified, so we had to figure out 
what suits us well to try and develop prototypes to get an idea of how things will look like? 
Then, it is shown to the end-users at the hospitals and it is up to them to decide whether certain 
components must be added, removed or upgraded.” 
 
 

4.2.2.2 Data Analysis of Challenges/Issues Faced while integrating UX development 
with Agile Software Development Methodology 

 
 
Coding of Challenges/Issues Faced while integrating UX development with Agile 
Software Development Methodology – At Company A. 
 

S.No. Codes Identified at 
Company A 

Theme Identified 
at Company A 

Inclusion 
Criteria 

Dependency/ 
Association 
between 
codes. 
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1. Lack of Design Focus. 
** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance- 

4, 2 

2. UCD activities fit 
poorly into Agile 
practice. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance -- 

3. Lack of time to iterate 
design activities. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

2 

4. Time and Cost 
Apprehensions for 
Usability Testing 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance 1 

5. Rapidly changing/new 
user requirements. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence (Very 
High), Relevance 

-- 

6. Challenges creating 
Personas for different 
kinds of patients. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

5 

7. Issues with scheduling 
and performing 
usability tests. 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

4 

8. Difficulty in 
modularizing design 
into Agile cycles. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

5 

9. Poor coordination/Delay 
in design and UX 
development.  

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

5, 7, 8 

 
** - Codes occurring at both Companies 
Table 5. Coding of Challenges/Issues Faced while integrating UX development with Agile 
Software Development Methodology – At Company A. 

4.2.2.2.1 Data Analysis of Challenges/Issues Faced while integrating UX development 
with Agile Software Development Methodology – At Company A. 

 
A sum of 9 codes were extracted from the author’s interactions with case Company A. The 
appropriate theme chosen was “Challenges during Integration.” 
 
The most commonly recurring codes were “Rapidly Changing/ New requirements”, and “Lack 
of time to iterate design”. The dynamically changing user requirements resulting from 
usability evaluations and user research was a concern that was put forward several times.  
 

The SCRUM master at Company A added: “the requirements are changing all 
the time. New requirements are coming in and often it needs to be redeveloped quickly, for 
instance they (the customer) might say one day that we have this new service contract and you 
should develop a new layout and put it out for the citizens as soon as possible. So the quickest 
way to do this for the developer is to take that small requirement and build and deploy it, but 
that does not bode well in the long term. It remains a big challenge for us to have time to 
perform and iterate UX development.” 

 
This also explains the lack of available to iterate design practices, and despite 

the application of the One-Sprint ahead policy, this still leads to many other challenges such 
as delay between UX efforts and engineering development. 
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Moreover, there was a “lack of design focus” in the initial stages of the project, 

speaking from an organizational perspective that could be found in this case. This is evident 
from the excerpts gathered from the interview, as there was no agreement on what UX 
principles should be used as there was no interaction designer at the starting phases of the 
project. 

The Interaction designer at Company A remarked that: “We haven't really 
agreed on the design principles at the beginning. The project began years ago. There was no 
interaction designer in this project for a long time. Project began without any UX principles 
and plan. We tend to refer to user guidelines and UX principles when required at the middle 
of the project.” 

 
However, the organization made amends later on in the project with a user-

centered design and development policy by adding a UX specialist to the team, and since then 
the UX design and development was done an iteration earlier. 
 

Other most relevant codes were “Challenges creating Personas for different 
patients”, “difficulty in modularization of design into Sprints”, and “Issues with Scheduling 
and performing usability tests.” The team struggled with identifying who constitutes the end-
users because the project was on a nation-wide scale, open to all citizens. This encompasses a 
big range of populations of different ages and abilities. Thus, specifying personas for each 
individual group was a challenge. Modularization of design i.e. creating design chunks and 
fitting them into Sprints, deciding which design feature goes into what Sprint was a major 
challenge. This could be attributed to other challenges, namely, the change in requirements 
and the delays in identifying users to schedule and perform usability evaluation tests. This also 
led to a temporal delay between UX tasks and feature implementation, as the UX developer 
was often stuck with work from the previous sprint. This was one of the reasons Sprint 0 was 
initiated. 
 
Coding of Challenges/Issues Faced while integrating UX development with Agile 
Software Development Methodology – At Company B 
 

S.No. Codes Identified at 
Company B 

Theme Identified 
at Company B 

Inclusion 
Criteria 

Dependencies 

1. Rapidly changing/new 
user requirements. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

-- 

2. Infrequent 
communication 
between UX team and 
dev team. 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

4 

3. Inability to adapt 
existing design-
guidelines for IHT 
applications 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance -- 

4. Remote Collaboration 
with UX Development 
Team 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

-- 

5. Difficult to follow 
UCD principles due to 
parallel projects 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance -- 
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6. User Guidelines are too 
vague for UX and 
design. 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

-- 

7. Disagreements over 
feasibility b/w design 
and development 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance 1 

8. Difficult to dedicate 
time to UX due to 
flexible Agile roles. 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance -- 

9. UCD activities fit 
poorly into Agile 
practice. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

-- 

10. Lack of Deign Focus. 
** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

9 

11. Lack of time to iterate 
design activities. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

5 

12. Challenges creating 
Personas for different 
kinds of patients. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

1, 9 

13. Poor 
coordination/Delay in 
design and UX 
development. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

1, 3, 4, 

14. Difficulty in 
modularizing design 
into Agile cycles. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

1 

15. Issues with scheduling 
and performing 
usability tests. ** 

Challenges during 
Integration 

Relevance 4 

** - Codes occurring at both Companies 

Table 6. Coding of Challenges/Issues Faced while integrating UX development with Agile 
Software Development Methodology – At Company B 

 
The codes generated from the case study at Company B, belonging to the theme 

“Challenges during Integration” were incrementally higher than those found in Company A. 
A total 15 codes were found, most of them being new to the author’s knowledge from the 
research results from the literature review and the study at Company A. However, there was 
some overlapping between the codes at both companies, with 7 codes reappearing, while 8 
codes were discovered to be unique to this project. Even the developers were not aware of a 
few of the codes – challenges, which surfaced only after extensive discussion through 
interviews. 
 

Challenges such as “difficulty in modularizing design into sprints”, “issues with 
scheduling and performing usability testing”, “lack of design focus”, “lack of time to iterate 
design activities”, and “challenges in creating personas and scenarios”, were all prevalent here 
just as much as in Company A, owing to similar environmental factors. 

 
Nevertheless, focusing on the newly discovered challenges, it was found that 

there was “infrequent communication between the UX team and the software implementation 
team”, and minimal interaction between them owing to remote UX collaboration with 
Company C.  
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According to INT 1 at Company B, “It (the coordination of work between 
remote team and their team) is quite tricky because we are working at a slower pace, when 
compared to the team at Fujitsu as they have provided us with UI/UX design specifications. It 
is quite early in the development phase currently, and we only have a set of requirements and 
a prototype right now. So there have been no issues as of now, but we might face problems 
like miscommunication and bad coordination since we are working discreetly as separate 
entities placed far away from each other, based on how things have gone till now.” 
 

Besides, the team developers were working on parallel projects at HiQ, making 
it difficult for them to follow User-Centered Design (UCD) principles, which they deemed to 
be a bad fit for the Agile methodology. The team was also very cross-functional in nature, 
leaving them handicapped to implement user-centered guidelines during design and 
development, as it needed UX expertise for tapping in the feedback and converting it into 
feature design specifications. This arrangement could not be made as there was no UI/UX 
designer-developer stationed at Company B, and the team they relied on for UX development 
had made rigid UCD specifications at the beginning at the project and not working in tandem 
with each other. 

 
Another problem endemic to Company A, was that they could not make use of 

Google’s default user guidelines for Google Glass development – “Material Design” 
guidelines for UI/UX and design specifications. This was due to the fact that it had 
specifications and principles in place for the common applications found in the application 
store such as productivity applications and networking applications, and not intended for 
interactive health applications. So, despite the presence of user guidelines, they had to adapt 
and build a custom layer of design on top of what was already provided. 

 
Rapidly changing requirements resulting from frequent usability evaluation 

between the management and the end-users was a major issue that disrupted the integration 
efforts at Company B. Remote collaboration for UX development only made matters worse, 
as it led to the scenarios and design specifications being refurbished by the team at Company 
C, without consulting and interacting with the development team at Company B. A “lack of 
design focus” from Company B, and the “lack of time to iterate design” only made matters 
worse. 
 
 

4.2.2.3 Data Analysis of Recommendations for Better Integration of UX development 
with Agile Software Development Methodology – Discussed at the Case 
Organizations. 

 
Coding of Recommendations for Better Integration of UX development with Agile 
Software Development Methodology – Discussed at the Case Organizations. 
 
 

 Codes Identified Theme Identified Inclusion 
Criteria 

Recommenda
tion Source -
Case 
Company 

1. Frequently provide 
feedback and ask questions 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance- 

A 

2. Also involve the 
management in design and 
requirement analysis 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

B 
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3. Perform usability testing in 
parallel with other system 
testing 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Relevance A 

4. Early integration has led to 
better scheduling - less 
delays 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance - 

A 

5. Involving Developers in 
the UCD of the application 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Relevance A 

6. Use tools like Design 
Studio 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance - 

A 

7. Discuss usability issues 
explicitly in standup 
meetings. 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Relevance A 

8. Have a common design 
goal and expectations. 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Relevance A 

9. Decide the importance and 
UX design goals in Sprint 
planning. 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A, B 

10
. 

Maintain smaller teams for 
better 
communication/coordinatio
n 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A 

11
. 

Maintain high level of 
Interaction between 
developers and UX 

Recommendations 
for Better 
Integration 

Recurrence, 
Relevance 

A 

 
Table 7. Coding of Recommendations for Better Integration of UX development with Agile 

Software Development Methodology – Discussed at the Case Organizations. 

4.2.2.3.1 Data Analysis of Recommendations for Better Integration of UX development 
with Agile Software Development Methodology – Lessons Learnt from 
Company A. 

 
There were many codes generated from the data analyzed at Company A. A lot of useful 
information was collected at Company A than Company B, as they were rather successful in 
their coordination and Agile-UX integration efforts, speaking relatively. 
 
Company A maintained a consistent feedback loop between the UX developers and the 
remaining software development team. There was good collaboration and a high level of 
interaction between the team, frequently asking each other questions, and discussing design 
issues on regular basis, alongside feature issues. 
 
The concept of Design Studio worked was put to use with great effect. Similar to focus groups, 
this is a UCD technique to get the entire team involved in design and UX activities and enabled 
them to immediately resolve any issues encountered. 
 
Early integration of components by remaining a sprint ahead of feature development 
drastically reduced coordination delays. Whatever delays the teams faced all came down to 
the challenge of “frequently changing requirements.” During the discussions, the participants 
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added that the “issue of scheduling usability evaluations” and coordinating user tests with 
sprints could be solved by “performing usability testing parallel with system functional 
testing.” Although this has worked to some extent, it is still complicated as identifying distinct 
user groups from such a huge user base and finding champion users from each of the group is 
a time-consuming process, as confirmed from the literature review analysis as well. 
 
The team at Company A reiterated the importance of having smaller teams and planning 
Sprints with the UX developers with the following quote: SMALLER TEAMS have higher 
interaction since we work together and consult each other regularly for different tasks. so 
frequent communication. The one important meeting we have together formally is the Sprint 
planning where we look into the requirements and plan for the future. So that meeting is 
important. 
 
A small co-located Agile team meant that coordination issues could be solved quicker, and 
there was very frequent communication between both parties. This ensured that the team all 
had the same thoughts and perceptions about how the product should look like. 
 
Deciding usability goals and setting a list of user-centered design guidelines for the project as 
well as the beginning of each sprint was conceived to be very useful. Having retrospections 
and walkthroughs at the end of each sprint, gave them an overview of what needs to be 
changed. 
 
The participants at Company A speaking about the design studio practice said: “We often use 
a technique DESIGN STUDIO - that's when we gather together to resolve "one issue" like a 
website view, so we map out what content shall the view have, SO the goal is to gather all 
different inputs, so if you do it one-on-one first, then you present in groups and decide which 
is the best option or combine different solutions to come up with the best option into one 
solution. - This is a great option to have people come together and resolve usability and design 
issues.” 
 

4.2.2.3.2 Data Analysis of Recommendations for Better Integration of UX development 
with Agile Software Development Methodology – Lessons Learnt from 
Company B 

 
There were a few codes generated from the data analyzed at Company B, 

despite the fact that the integration process there was not very effective. Having remote UX 
collaboration with a team at another company with UX expertise still could not resolve the 
issues they faced. However, there is a silver lining the procedure in place, as they did get a few 
concepts to work for them. 
 

Their case advocated for the inclusion of the management personnel in the UCD 
process, as they are often the ones to interact with the end-users in the absence of the 
developers. 
 

The decision to discuss usability issues at Sprint planning sessions also helped 
them gain a better understanding of the modifications to design that they might be expecting. 
The decision to be involved directly with the end-users through workshops and product demos 
served as a great medium for performing usability evaluations with target users. 
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4.2.3 Results and Data Analysis of Survey Research 
 
 

4.2.3.1 Results and Analysis of Questions related to Organizational Setup: 
 
 
The teams analyzed at both companies were cross-functional teams. All respondents agreed 
that they worked in an Agile environment abiding by its principles. Both companies applied 
SCRUM methodology.  

 
                 Figure 8. Distribution of Roles at Company A 
 
The respondents from Company A worked in diverse roles: Programmers, developers, UI/UX 
developers, analysts, testers. However, the latter two of the roles mentioned were also involved 
as developers and programmers in addition, hence people who identified as analysts and testers 
were also marked as programmers. It is important to note that the team at Company A, was 
very Agile and flexible in executing responsibilities. The survey respondents were all people 
connected to the project and consisted of 3 programmers/ developers, 1 SCRUM master, 2 
UI/UX Developers (1 interaction designer who also took on testing role), and 1 project 
manager. 
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                 Figure 9. Distribution of Roles at Company B 
 
 
The team composition and role distribution in Company C was similar to the circumstances of 
Project A, it is tough to demarcate roles and map responsibilities to a person, since they were 
following an Agile approach. For instance, the sole UI/UX developer who worked in the 
project was also involved in backend development. The respondents of the survey, who were 
all part of Project B, had diverse roles:  1 programmer (who was also the UI/UX developer 
and a system tester), 2 other programmers/developers, 1 product owner/technical lead, 1 
project manager, 1 analyst and 2 testers. 
 
 
We must note that both sets of respondents had varying experience levels in different tasks, as 
they were involved in other projects as well. This is the reason their experience has not been 
documented. 
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4.2.3.2 Results and Analysis of Questions related to Agile-UX Coordination: 
 
The respondents were asked to rate, on a 5-point Likert scale, their levels of coordination with 
their counterparts in their team, whether it is the coordination between software developers 
and UI/UX developers or the other way around. 
 

 
Figure 10. Ratings of coordination between UX developers and the remaining Agile team at 

Company A 
 
The team at Company A, had a pretty high coordination rating, an average of 4.5 on a scale of 
5. This is because the team worked together at one location, and regularly interacted with each 
other to resolve issues. User goals and design guidelines were often discussed and revised. 
They also conducted UCD practices such as Design Studio and brainstorming together. 
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Figure 11. Ratings of coordination between UX developers and the remaining Agile team at 
Company B 

 
The team at Company B, on the other hand had a lower rating with an average of 2.8 on a scale 
of 5. This was pretty low compared to Company B, who had a team that was collocated and 
well-knit together. This comes down to the various challenges the team faced due to bare 
minimum interaction between the remote UX team at Company C and this team. These 
challenges and other possible reasons for such a low score for coordination levels have been 
discussed further. 
 
Respondents were asked to indicate how often they interacted with the other UX developers 
through Agile SCRUM activities: daily standup meetings, weekly meetings and sprint 
review/retrospection meetings. 
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Figure 12. Frequency of Involvement of UI/UX developers in SCRUM meetings at 
Company A 

The team at Company A also made sure that UX developers were included in daily standup 
meetings, and discussing work done, any issues and challenges faced during UX research and 
development, and what they intended to do for the next interval. Of the 9 respondents, 8 
respondents said that UX developers were involved in daily SCRUM interactions. This day to 
day interaction and the team’s concerted efforts were on of the factors for having good 
coordination, as the team were always synchronized their development. 
 

 
Figure 13. Frequency of Involvement of UI/UX developers in SCRUM meetings at 

Company B 
 
The team at Company B did not include the UX development team in their daily SCRUM 
meetings. It was the management that interacted with the remote UX team at Company C for 
the most part. Of the 8 respondents who participated in the survey, 1 respondent (project 
manager) felt that the UX team was involved in the daily standups, considering one of the 
developers located locally was conducting UX development in addition to other tasks and 7 
respondents conveyed that the UX development team, i.e. their representative from Company 
C, was involved only on a weekly basis or at Sprint review meetings and product demos. 
 

4.2.3.3 Results and Analysis of Questions related to Agile-UX Integration Methods: 
 
This question was intended to gather specific data about the UX development processes 
currently in use at both case companies. Although, general information on the UX 
development methods was acquired through the interviews, this question explores the 
combination of methods that are being applied together. 
 
As evident from the graphical plot of the responses, Company A uses a combination of UX 
development methods to make Agile-UX integration happen. The team relies on doing Little 
Design Up Front, Design Studio and also follows a “One Sprint Ahead” policy to maintain 
leverage between UX developers and the rest of the team. 
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Figure 14. UX Development Methods used at Company A 
 

 
Company B on the other hand relied mostly on the UCD technique of personas and scenarios 
for UX development. Design Up Front was used by Company C to deliver major chunks of 
design that could provide design specifications for many sprints at a time. 

 
 
 

Figure 15. UX Development Methods used at Company B 
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4.2.3.4 Results and Analysis of Questions related to Challenges for Agile-UX 
Integration in both organizations: 

 
This survey question was aimed at mining the challenges to Agile-UX integration that were 
prevalent across both organizations. This aggregated sample set helped in theorizing and 
isolating the challenges that commonly prevailed in this domain of Interactive Healthcare 
Technology (IHT) development. 
 

 
Figure 16. Aggregated Challenges to Agile-UX Integration in both Organizations 

 
 
Key: Challenges represented on the horizontal axis are listed below in the same sequence. 

 Insufficient specificity of requirements for UX developers. 
 Lack of Coordination /communication between UX developers and Agile team. 
 Lack of involvement of end-users in design and development phases. 
 Rapidly changing/new user requirements 
 Inadequate usability focus for design and development phases. 
 Issues with scheduling and performing usability tests. 
 Lack of time to iterate design activities. 
 Lack of shared Usability design vision between developers/ Poor visibility of the 

development (implementation and testing) phases for UX designers and develops. 
 Late Integration of Usability components (leading to budget and time extensions) 
 Difficulty in modularizing design into Agile cycles. 
 UCD activities fit poorly into Agile practice. 
 Lack of user guidelines for design and UX 
 Delay between UX design work and feature development 

 
The above options were generated through the codes generated from interview data analysis 
as well as literature review analysis. 
As evident from the plot of challenges vs. number of responses, we can see that “rapidly 
changing requirements /addition of new requirements”, were the most prevalent responses, 
with 94.1% and 88.2% of respondents choosing those options. Difficulty in modularizing 
design was another issue with 82.4%, agreeing that it was a major challenge. It was an issue 
that both teams faced, despite Company A following the “One Sprint Ahead” approach to 
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make Agile-UX integration easier. “Insufficient specificity of requirements for UX 
developers”, and “Issues in scheduling usability evaluation tests” also ranked high on the 
issues list. “Absence of Coordination/Communication between UX developers and the 
remaining Agile team” was a problem predominantly found in Company A, caused to a great 
extent by their distributed organizational setup. 
 

4.2.3.5 Results and Analysis of the User Approval Ratings of the two projects: 
 
The motive behind this survey question was to find a correlation between the way both 

companies conduct their UX -Agile integration and the approval ratings that their applications 
have among the end-users. 
 
The project at Company A enjoyed pretty high approval ratings among different sets of 
users, according to the respondents of the survey. It had an average rating of 4.375 on a 
scale of 5. 

 
Figure 17. User Approval Ratings for Project A  

 
 
 
The project at Company B, was not highly rated among users. This is owing to their UX 
developmental approach and several other reasons, which have been discussed later. 
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Figure 18. User Approval Ratings for Project B 
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5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS 
 

5.1 Discussion of the Agile-UX integration scenarios at 
both companies. 

 
 

 
Figure 19. State-Of-The-Art Agile-UX integration at Company A 
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5.1.1 Discussion on Agile-UX Development at Company A: 
 

The team at Company A, as discussed before were a small Agile team of 6 
members who were co-located at the same office. The team at EVRY were cross-functional in 
the true Agile sense. For instance, the interaction designer was also involved in system testing, 
while the feature developers involved themselves in some of the UCD activities that were 
conducted. 

One of the key features of this project was that UX developers participated in 
the daily SCRUM standup meetings, and communicated information about their plans and 
progress on a daily basis. This was a platform for both parties of the team to meet and discuss 
usability issues and walkthrough user guidelines to maintain a shared view of user goals. 
 
One Sprint Ahead: 

UX design and user research was always done earlier than the corresponding 
feature implementation for that sprint. This was done by following a “One Sprint Ahead” 
approach with the design initiation and development happening an iteration earlier (Sprint 0), 
in parallel with the sprint planning session. This also allowed the developers and other 
members of the team to get involved in the UX design and development early in the project.  
 

The iteration known as “Sprint 0” was about the same duration as a sprint, that 
could be considered as a pre-development phase. They undertook methods such as Design 
Studio, retrospective guideline walkthroughs and brainstorming for specifying usability 
requirements through UCD activities such as developing personas and scenarios alongside 
user stories. 
 
Dealing with Design Changes and Introduction of Modified Requirements: 
 When a new feature comes in from user research or the specifications for an 
existing feature are revamped, the requirements are updated and sent into the queue for the 
next immediate sprint. The UX developers being a Sprint early in the project schedule, could 
pause their current tasks and find time to work on the redesigning that feature that is currently 
more prioritized in the product backlog. Even though there was some delay between UX 
developers and the rest of the team for implementing that feature due to scheduling and 
performing usability tests of the previous sprint, they could manage to accommodate the tasks 
into their schedule, staying one sprint ahead. In one instance, a new web service was requested 
in the middle of the project through market research. To implement this, the developers 
focused on this small requirement and prioritized for the next sprint backlog, while on the 
other hand the UX development team, with time in their hands, began working on it as they 
had already familiarized themselves having participated in the user research. Early integration 
of UX efforts into the development project was key to maintaining a common requirements 
repository that both parties could work with. Any changes made in the design were consistently 
updated for both teams.  
 
Incorporating Usability Testing into the Sprints: 

Having continuously performed user testing a sprint ahead of the feature 
implementation, the UX developers always had an idea of what the user’s needs were, before 
the implementation team. This knowledge was shared among the entire Agile team. This 
practice led to less design flaws and higher coordination within the team, with them meeting 
most of the deadlines put out by the management. In their efforts to increase the design focus 
of the team, another change to this existing process was introduced. The UX developers to 
conduct usability evaluation tests in parallel with system testing to save up time for iterating 
design. The results of the user tests were also decisive in configuring user stories by linking 
them with the scenarios identified by the UX team. 
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State-Of-The-Art Agile-UX integration at Company A. 
 

 
Figure 20. State-Of-The-Art Agile-UX integration at Company B 
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5.1.2 Discussion of the Agile-UX integration scenarios at Company B 
 

The team at Company B was composed of 8 members who were responsible 
for development and software implementation. The UX design and development was 
subcontracted to another organization, Company C as part of a collaborative project. The Team 
at Company C worked in isolation from Company B. In fact the team at Company C had done 
a huge chunk of UX research and design before the team at Company B were fully assembled, 
and they built a basic design prototype. The design and specifications were high-level 
requirements that were analyzed and documented at Company C with the entire duration of 
the project in mind. They were based off of the extensive user research and market surveys 
conducted by the product management and the personnel at Company C. 

 
Even though, the team at Company B worked according to Agile SCRUM 

principles, the organizational structure, the remote collaboration and lack of coordinated work 
and many other factors indicated otherwise. The UX development team was not aware of the 
sprint planning and what features were implemented when. They had no knowledge of the 
prioritized backlog as it was put together formally in an Agile manner at a later time frame. 
The UX team at company C built the initial UI with the knowledge and expertise they had 
from their previous local projects. 

 
Remote Development without Interaction: 
When the development team at Company B, initiated feature development after receiving the 
UX designs, the prototype, and several other scenarios and personas from Company C in bulk. 
The implementation of the UI, including division of design into manageable sprint modules, 
frontend development of the features, and integration with the core functionality were all 
vested into the hands of Company B team. After, the first sprint of development, a couple of 
features were implemented and presented at demos and workshops intended for the medical 
professionals. Many issues were identified, most of them concerning design aspects, as design 
was central to the entire project. As a result, the management dictated new requirement 
specifications, that were added to the next sprint iteration. Late integration of UX with Agile, 
lack of communication and coordination between both teams cost them a lot of time and 
money. 
 
Dealing with changes to User requirements and design: 
The changes in the usability and design requirements were listed out and sent back to the UX 
development team at Company C. The team stationed there were still only interacting with the 
management regarding the changes they needed. The design was refurbished and the team 
rewrote all user specifications and guidelines. This time, a more detailed specification and 
design layout was sent for the development team to implement. However, they struggled from 
the beginning to adapt the design guidelines provided by the hardware manufacturer – Google 
Glass to suit the user guidelines that were set for developing IHTs at the organization. 
 
Scheduling Usability evaluation: 
Although, the team at Company C had conducted user research at the beginning of the project, 
the team at Company B maintained the practice of attending user workshops and performing 
user testing along when they were done with their system testing routines. Despite taking 
valuable user feedback from the users through interviews, think-aloud sessions and remote 
testing, the team could not process these to their benefits because of two reasons; they were 
not adept with UCD practices like building personas, and they did not have time to iterate 
those activities. Moreover, based on the interactions with them, they felt that UCD activities 
were a bad fit for Agile methodology. The team at Company C, on the other hand rarely 
participated in these product demos. 
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This collaboration cycle went on for a few months, and flaws in design and user satisfaction 
levels remained quite low, judging from the results of the survey. This disorganized and 
cumbersome arrangement of remote collaboration has led to the rise of many more challenges, 
that have been documented earlier. Even though, the development team were able to meet 
deadlines and present a product, it did not mean that it was “potentially shippable.” 
 
 

5.2 Cross - Validation of Results from Literature Review 
and Case Study: 

 
All the research methods used in this study, namely; literature review, case study - 

survey and interviews, were used to answer the three chosen research questions.  While, the 
results of the literature review have been able to partially answer the research questions, the 
case study analysis was able to comprehensively address all the research questions. Referring 
to the classification of primary studies based on the critical questions i.e. condensed research 
questions, the articles were mapped to the issues and suggestions that were proposed in the 
document, similar to the association of codes with themes that was done as part of thematic 
analysis of interview data. From the results of the review, Further, we could get an idea of the 
relevance and recurrence of a particular subject based on the number of papers that it was 
mentioned in. This relativity between the case study data and the literature review results has 
been analyzed, and a comparative analysis is written below: 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Cross-Validation of Results from Survey and Literature Review 
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Key to Figure 21 :- 
Codes with **- Codes collected at both case companies;  
Codes in black without ** - Codes collected at a single case company;  
Codes in Orange – Codes collected from literature review;  
Codes in Orange with ** - Codes collected at both case companies and literature review. 
 
 
    On a closer inspection of the issues/challenges to Agile-UX development integration that 
were mentioned in the literature review, we could see that – “Insufficient time t iterate design”, 
and “frequently changing requirements”, were the most documented Agile-UX issues. 
Incorporating usability evaluation into Sprints was a tough task, and getting feedback from 
customers was often seen as a costly and time consuming task. This issue of “difficulty to 
schedule perform usability evaluation”, was also a common phenomenon among the case 
companies. This was also the root cause for not having enough time to iterate over design 
activities in one of the companies. Moreover, in another instance, the project suffered from 
poor implementation of design – a lack of understanding of user goals and poor integration of 
UX components due to changing requirements. This was confirmed from the primary studies. 
Other problems like the absence of a feedback loop in the team, and poor communication were 
also well established by this study.  

 
However, we can see that there were a lot of issues that were extracted from the 

case study that were absent from the literature review analysis. While some could be traced 
exceptionally to IHT development, others were general problems that could occur in any other 
domain. One issue noticed in the case environments was that it was difficult to build personas 
for patients because each patient had different requirements and abilities. Another, challenge 
observed at one of the case environments was the inability to adapt existing standard design 
guidelines to fit IHT development, as often they were intended for commercial applications. 
Looking at non-IHT related challenges, it was seen that cross-functional teams found it 
difficult to adapt UCD principles to their Agile activities, as they had to fulfil multiple roles 
and could not gain knowledge on UX development practices. Furthermore, involvement in 
multiple projects simultaneously, a common phenomenon in companies nowadays, leaves the 
team with no time to iterate design. Also, as observed before, remote collaboration does not 
suit Agile-UX integration, and can have bad implications in the short term as well as long run. 

 
Speaking about the TPMs used for Agile-UX development, it was found that 

most of the tools such as prototyping, brainstorming, and UCD techniques such as the 
development of personas and scenarios could be found in the literature review. However, one 
case company was able to apply a couple of methods which did not find mentions in any of 
the reviewed literature. Design Studio, an enhanced format of focus groups, involves the whole 
Agile team getting together to participate in user-centered design practices through sketches 
and mind mapping in order to resolve design issues. All solutions are aggregated and the best 
one is chosen. This was particularly helpful for IHT development due to clashes between 
personas during requirements analysis. Think-aloud tests were also used frequently in order to 
get usability requirements from customers.  

 
Comparing Agile-UX integration solutions and recommendations from primary 

studies, there was a lot of overlapping with the case study recommendations. A few of them 
such as externalizing design focus, and having clear design goals among all team members 
were mentioned. Brainstorming with the users, and retrospections of prototypes within the 
team were also observed in both sets of data. The Sprint-ahead design iteration, discussed in 
many articles was put to use with great effect by one organization, while the other struggled 
with poor coordination and delays. Maintaining small collocated teams, asking questions to 
each other often, and involving the UX developers in daily standup meetings was emphasized 
on many occasions. 
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5.3 Limitations: 
 

5.3.1 Threats to Validity: 
 

Research studies usually have a few limitations. However, discussing these 
threats to validity and possible extenuation strategies for them helps raise the quality bar, and 
gives a holistic overview of the research conducted. Since, this case study was conducted in 
multiple steps, using various data collection and data analysis methods, it is prone to certain 
validity threats. Four major threats to validity have been identified while performing empirical 
research in Software engineering domain: Construct validity, Internal validity, External 
validity, and Conclusion Validity. Each of these along with feasible mitigation plans have been 
expressed below: 
 

5.3.1.1 Threats to Internal Validity: 
 

Internal validity deals with exploring how the treatment of the case variables and 
entities and the association between them affects the research outcome and hypotheses [25]. 
One threat that may be prevalent here is the threat of maturation. Both case organizations might 
alter their team structures and their way of working, leading to better integration and 
performance. Researcher bias/Experimenter bias is another threat posed by the inexperience 
of the author in conducting case studies. To alleviate, this threat the author reviewed literature 
concerning case studies, and followed the guidelines and procedure set by them, as discussed 
earlier. The risk of selection bias was reduced by trying to get a homogenous sample with 
different constituent members: software developers, interaction designers, UX developers, 
testers, analysts, project managers. This was done to maintain homogeneity, and involve 
multiple perspectives into the study. Instrumentation threats i.e. the threats of flawed case 
study design were removed by performing pilot surveys and having the questionnaires 
reviewed by the supervisor of this study as well as other researchers. Furthermore, there is a 
threat of loss of contextual information as the process was time-consuming with different 
levels and modes of data collection. The data collection and data analysis were conducted in 
parallel to remove this risk of loss of context from the author’s side. Another threat was the 
lack of comprehensibility. The participant of the study might not be aware of various concepts 
and jargon being used in the case study. This was largely reduced by having an introductory 
phase in the interview process where the team members learnt the research agenda and the 
concepts involved in it. They also asked many questions and explored new areas during the 
author’s interactions with them. In case of the survey study, which had a much larger reception, 
the participants had the option of indicating that they were not aware of the answer. 
 

5.3.1.2 Threats to External Validity: 
 

External validity pertains to the generalizability factor of the research findings. 
It refers to the possibility of extending the outcomes from a given case being valid outside the 
case environment [29]. Lack of generalizability, when applicable, is a major threat, as the 
sample set of case organizations might not represent the entire domain of IHT software 
development. However, both case organizations studied here are large organizations, with 
stable processes, and a high CMM level, with considerable experience in developing 
applications for healthcare. It is plausible that the state-of-the-art development environment, 
team composition, tools and methods are followed by other organizations based on the findings 
from the background study and literature review. The constraints and variable that constituted 
and affected the environment at the case organization have also been described explicitly in 
this document to mitigate this threat. 
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5.3.1.3 Threats to Construct Validity: 
 

Construct validity can be defined as the extent to which the tools and processes used 
for research have been able to reflect upon what is being studied. It involves analyzing the 
systematic procedures used in the research process and whether they have been able to capture 
the requirements of the research agenda [25]. Furthermore, the ideologies and meanings 
referring to a certain concept might vary from on environment to another. This threat was 
eliminated by dissipating the survey questionnaire uniformly to both companies to get well-
rounded and consistent information from both cases. Another threat was that the interview and 
survey questionnaires might be poorly-formulated and might seem inconclusive to the 
participants. This threat was removed by engaging with some of the team members prior to 
the case survey by conducting the interviews first. In case of the interviews, the participants 
asked about the question, in case the motive of the question was not conveyed clearly. 
Moreover, the questions were reviewed by other senior researchers as well as the supervisor. 
The survey was conducted not just with the motive of validating the interview and but also to 
get additional data resulting from the new observations and questions that came to the 
researcher’s attention during previous interactions and interviews. This was also the case, 
when data from the interview was deemed deficient, the survey data that was collected ensured 
that there were enough data points. 

5.3.1.4 Threats to Conclusion Validity: 
 

Conclusion validity is concerned with the ability to draw conclusions from the 
relationships generated from the analyzed data. To avoid this threat, it was made sure that 
enough empirical evidence in terms of data points in order to generate conclusive statements 
that could support theories. The literature analysis could not include all the relevant data 
points, more conclusive information was generated through, the application of survey, 
interviews, and direct observation of the participants at work. 
 

5.3.1.5 Threats to Scope Validity: 
 

The scope of this project was readjusted. The scale and depth of the case study 
was increased to meet the needs of the research questions and collect sufficient data points to 
be able to generate a theory and a list of recommendations. This adjustment of the scope was 
done after multiple discussions with the supervisor, to ensure that the scope is within the 
expected outcomes of the research questions. 
 

5.3.1.6 Threats to Reliability: 
 

Reliability refers to the precision of the research methods and data analysis methods 
applied, in getting accurate and reliable results. Threats to reliability were removed through 
literature analysis, and following systematic guidelines in place for conducting research. 
Cross-validation between the data analyzed from different methods was key to getting results 
that were trustworthy. The different methods used such as the interview were also peer-
reviewed and piloted before they were conducted in the case environment. 
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6 A GENERIC FRAMEWORK FOR UX -SCRUM 
INTEGRATION 
 
 
 

 
Figure 22. Proposed Agile-UX Framework 

 
 
 
 

A generic framework has been proposed to implement UX development 
processes in an Agile environment that follows SCRUM outline, since it is the most widely-
used Agile method and many organizations, including the case organizations studied tend to 
follow this specific Agile process. Moreover, it was observed that Scrum is the most efficient 
Agile method when it is applied by small teams, and maintaining small teams is one of the 
recommendations put froth through this study [47].  

 
This framework provides an additional layer for UX development on top of the 

existing sprint setup in the form of Sprint 0, whose schedule differs from the main sprint 
development schedule. It formally begins in parallel with the sprint planning phase when user 
stories are created, but it is actually initiated with the user research and market research phase, 
where UX developers are involved in the research process alongside the management. The 
management plays a key role playing a part in Sprint 0 as well.  
 

The software development sprint is similar to the default blueprint set out for 
SCRUM development: The product backlog is created from the user stories, which in turn are 
created from user requirements gathered. The tasks in the product backlog are then prioritized 
into the sprint backlogs for different sprints, and feature development is initiated by the 
software implementation team.  
 

However, the UI/UX developers work an iteration ahead as part of Sprint 0. 
This design specific iteration has four phases: user research, UCD requirements analysis, UX 
design execution, and UX development execution. In user research phase, the market research 
is performed through techniques like interviews, and brainstorming. The UX development 
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team has access to the user stories by this point.  Then, in the UCD requirements analysis 
phase, specific user-centered requirements catering to different sets of users are generated from 
user stories and use-cases to build personas and scenarios. These artifacts are then passed on 
to the UX design execution phase, where the components from the previous phase are all 
embedded into design schemes in the form of wireframes and sketches, and documented for 
future references. This documented specification is very essential to maintain common design 
goals among the entire team and not just UX professionals. These design layouts are then 
materialized into application prototypes and workflow models which give the entire team an 
insight on the highly accurate set of requirements, expected by the end-users. The UX 
components are then delivered via a “hand-off”, to the developers who are currently at the 
beginning of Sprint 1. This is similar to the “Just In Time (JIT)” ideology used by 
manufacturers. Sprint 0 is much shorter in duration, when compared to development Sprint 1. 
The culmination of Sprint 0 marks the initiation of Sprint 1. Similar, to the first design iteration 
– Sprint 0, the next design iteration is modelled in the same manner. 

 
One major characteristic of this framework is that usability testing and user 

evaluation phase is delayed in Sprint 0, until software feature development planned for Sprint 
1 is implemented completely with a testable product. Once, the functionality of the “potentially 
shippable” product is fulfilled and integrated with the UX prototype, usability evaluation is 
done in parallel with system testing. This enhances the coordination between the UX 
development team and the remaining team, while generating more time for iterating design. It 
drastically cuts down on the costs of conducting usability evaluation. 

 
This model also helps tackle the problem of “change in user-centered 

requirements.” For e.g. consider the scenario where, even with all the design iterations and 
research measures being considered, the fully integrated product is shown to the client and the 
end-users, and there are some design specifications that need to be updated, or new design 
requirements get added. Now, these new requirements are appended to the product backlog 
and prioritized by the Agile team, and the UX requirements are isolated and sent to for UX 
development, while functional requirements are sent to the queue for Sprint 2. The UX 
development team at this point is already a sprint ahead of the rest of the team, and have been 
working on the UX features for the next sprint, can pause their tasks and start working on the 
newly prioritized requirements that need to be implemented. Thus, this model helps to 
accommodate changes in design requirements, by adjusting the Agile schedules to the UX 
team’s advantage. 

 
Another key feature of this model is that UX developers are involved in daily 

standup meetings, where design issues are discussed by the entire team and resolved together. 
This helps maintain a common design focus in the team, who can discuss user goals and design 
goals regularly to keep track of each other’s development.  
 
Key Aspects of the Agile-SCRUM integration framework: 
 

 Enhancements are made to the “One Sprint Ahead approach” by further separating 
phases involved into different entities, and externalizing the usability testing phase to 
the corresponding development sprint (Sprint 1 if we are referring to design iteration 
– Sprint 0). 
 

 A specific four-phase design plan is followed for UX development in Sprint 0 that 
involves user research, UCD requirements analysis, UX design execution, and UX 
development execution. 
 

 Increased role of the management in the design process. 
 

 Involvement of UX developers in daily SCRUM standup meetings. 
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 Usability Evaluation and user testing with the existing prototypes is done along with 

system testing to ensure maximum coverage of user-centered design requirements, 
and to save time, while reducing delays between both teams. 

 
Despite the attempt to cover as many issues as the author could through this study, there are a 
few highly specific issues that are hard to address, considering that they need more extensive 
research. These include “difficulty in building personas for wide range of users”, “time and 
cost apprehensions from management” and “lack of specificity of user requirements.” These 
are issues that need to be dealt with in a much detail by zeroing in on the individual phases 
described in the UX development process. The misapprehensions of usability testing and UX 
development in general can be alleviated by bringing in organizational and behavioral changes 
in the development setup. 
 
As discussed in the future works section, this Agile-Scrum framework needs to be evaluated 
through application in a real-time industrial scenario. The extension of this research could be 
done by implementing this proposed model in both case companies first and then extending it 
to more organizations to ensure generalizability of results. However, this could not be carried 
out under current circumstances due to time and resource limitations. The scope of this 
research project could not allow for an evaluation study to be carried out.The validation can 
be done through conducting an action research in either of the case companies or through a 
survey validation from multiple professionals at numerous companies. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

7.1 Conclusion: 
 

The key research agenda of this study was to conduct an investigation into the current practices 
being employed in the industry. The objectives of this research study were fulfilled by 
conducting a case study and a literature review, the results of which have been documented 
carefully in the above sections. Additionally, the case studies were conducted at two 
organizations which were involved in developing IHT applications. This was to ensure 
consistency between both cases, and also to evaluate what was different when it comes to 
Agile-UX integration in the field of IHT development. This study was conducted with the hope 
that it can contribute to research in the field of UX development and its integration with Agile 
methodology. Though, there have been many studies concerning Agile-UX integration, there 
has been minimal research conducted with the healthcare development perspective. Though, 
there were several findings of this study that can be attributed to the nature and environmental 
settings of IHT development with Agile methods, almost all the findings also apply to Agile-
UX integration in any general development scenario regardless of the domain. Given below 
are the concluding statements from the research analysis addressing each of the research 
questions that were sought. 
 
Overview of Contemporary Tools, Processes, and Methods in practice for Agile-UX 
integration: 
 
RQ1. What are the contemporary tools, processes and methods (TPMs) used by the 
organization for integrating UX development efforts with Agile software development 
practices? 

Many current tools, processes, and methods were identified through analysis 
of literature as well as through the case study. UCD Practices such as development of 
personas and scenarios, which were documented extensively in literature were still put to 
use in the organizations to a great extent. Practices such as Design Studio for UX 
development and iteration are very effective for resolving design issues, while “Think-
Aloud testing” was very effective for getting feedback from the users efficiently. 
 
Overview of Issues/Problems Identified during Agile-UX Integration 
RQ2. What are the challenges/issues faced by organizations developing healthcare 
applications while integrating UX development with Agile software development? 
 

The most frequently recurring challenges in the literature review: 
“dynamically changing requirements”, “issues in scheduling usability evaluation” and “a 
lack of time to iterate design” were also rampant in the case organizations which proves 
that these are more general problems that may be found in other development 
environments as well. We can also conclude that remote UX collaboration does not bode 
well for Agile-UX integration efforts as it leads to increased costs, coordination delays, 
bad product design, and lack of communication between the two teams. 

 
There were a lot of problems that pertained to UX development in Agile 

IHT scenarios. These included “difficulty in building personas for different sets of patients 
and users” and the inflexibility of standard design guidelines to be adapted to suit IHT 
development. Furthermore, the issue of “lack of time to iterate design”, was more 
prevalent in the situation at the case organizations since both sets of teams were very cross-
functional and involved in multiple projects. Furthermore, a lack of design focus and 
inexperience of software developers in using UCD techniques came to the fore. 
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Overview of Solutions and Recommendations for Better Agile-UX Integration 
RQ3. What are possible solutions/recommendations to overcome the challenges of Agile-
UX integration? 
Several recommendations and suggestions were found through the application of the 
research methods. While some of the recommendations noted through the literature review 
were found again through case analysis, there were many recommendations that were 
unknown to the author, that came to his knowledge while conducting the case study. The 
application of “Design Studio” and the “parallelization of usability testing with system 
testing” are some instances. While “One-Sprint Ahead” was discussed extensively in many 
articles, the case study actually gave the author an opportunity to witness it being applied 
at one case organization with good outcomes. On the other hand, it was discovered that 
remote collaboration was a misfit in the process of integration of UX and Agile 
development as it led to many other challenges as specified previously. The framework 
proposal described explicitly in the previous section, takes into account all the issues faced 
by the organizations and their corresponding mitigation strategies analyzed till now to 
ensure a foolproof system that mitigates most of the problems faced and while reducing 
the effect of a few others. 

7.2 Future Work: 
 

Although, UX development and UCD practices have been followed by many organizations to 
enhance their product efficiency and user satisfaction, they have always been considered a 
formality, and have never been able to fully incorporate them into Agile development 
processes, due to a string of challenges discussed in this study. However, this case study was 
conducted in only two such organizations that focused on developing IHT applications. There 
is a need to conduct a much larger scale research study such as an extensive survey study 
across many organizations that have varying development methodologies, of different scales 
and competencies, in order to get a better understanding of the challenges that plague the 
integration process. This will help generate more concrete frameworks and generalized 
theories, in order to help the industry to adopt the best practices. 
 
After reviewing the literature and performing research, one issue that came up very regularly 
was the dynamic changes in user-centered requirements that was a handful for the companies 
to deal with. This was not just a concern from a UX perspective, but a general developmental 
problem that companies faced. Another major issue was the organizational and behavioral 
changes that are necessary to mitigate the issue of the “lack of design focus” on the 
management’s part. Both these issues form a very good research gap and more extensive 
studies like ethnographic studies need to analyze these issues. 
 
Remote Collaboration and distributed UX development are issues that came to the fore through 
the case study. It would be interesting to examine whether remote UX collaboration can reap 
success from an Agile-UX integration point of view. Besides, the structural and organizational 
changes that complement the integration process is another potential research gap that the 
author finds worth pursuing in the future. 
 
Furthermore, based on the interactions with participants of the case study, it was found that 
there is a lot of research potential in the field of m-healthcare development. We can study how 
the efficiency of m-health applications can be improved. Remote supervision of patients from 
hospitals through IHT applications is a rather new development, and it needs to be studied how 
patients and doctors can communicate remotely with for convenient diagnosis. Researching 
efficient management of huge patient records and hospital databases is also essential. 
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There is very less literature concerning specific research of usability evaluation methods.  
research that needs to be done. Conducting an in-depth comparative study of different usability 
evaluation techniques: expert-based evaluation techniques and user-based evaluation 
techniques [5]. A comparative analysis of different UX testing methods such as A/B testing, 
heuristic evaluation and card sorting can be done to find their effectiveness in different settings 
and backgrounds. Specific research into User-Centered Design techniques is also a viable 
successor to this research study.  
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APPENDIX A: EXCERPTS OF RESEARCH METHODS – 
SURVEY AND INTERVIEW 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure A1. Survey Screenshot 
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Figure A2. Excerpts from Interview 
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APPENDIX B: PROJECT PROTOTYPE IMAGES 
 
 

 
 

Figure B1. Screenshot of Project at Company A 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure B2. Screenshot of Project at Company  
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Figure B3. Screenshot of Project at Company B 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure B4. Screenshot of Project at Company B 
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Figure B5. Field Notes of Direct Observation 


